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WHEN1 UNCLE TOM CAME TO TOWN
An American Folk-Play Fashioned Out Of a Book That a
Maine Woman Wrote

The school was recently honored j
At an unusually large meeting of j
with an address by Miss Lillian L ! The musical comedy, “It's a Gift,”
Uncle Tom's Cabin is now playing Howard as the first Topsy. and CorMitts and' muscles are the dominat
the Forty Club yesterday the mem
Picken
of
Satara,
India.
Miss
Picken
^^s
presented
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Watts
hall.
Thomc»„.™«■ .sviS'STJ2*s
ing factors In tonight's American Le
bers listened with rapt attention [
Thursday and Friday nights while Kenneth V. White ___
told the fas- [
gion benefit entertainment at the Le said, "Indias quest is not money. [
Jins in the Chicago Tribune I is our were
founders of a populous tribe.
gion hall on Ltnserock street. “No speed, efficiency, comfort, material under t,he auspices of the Rockland (-mating story of amateur radio,
1 most famous and most frequently I The Aiken version was in six acts,
acted play, although the present gen- ' eight tableaux and thirty scenes. Befight, no pay, no waiting," the man or intellectual attainments. India's | Li<>ns club, the president, or king i He cited its growth from 1901 when I
quest*is a quest of the heart. India j lion o{ which is Albert Elliot, a!It originated around Hartford with
agers say.
1 eration of city dwellers know little or | fore the ent*
lts New Y.Or.^. run lt
a handful of members. In 1917 there j
The main event will be the wrest seeks God. This is India's great gift . Thomson boy.
i
, .
. 2 ,,
had three rivals, each exploiting va»
Habit Is a cable we weave a
[were 4000 amateur operators and [
nothing about It except f
' ■ rations On the original material in
ling bout between Harry Spencer of to the world; her insatiable God* thread of It every day and at last
Stormy weather was responsible for
when Secretary Daniels at the outIt is a museum piece w
[scenes and characters—one at BarBelfast and Rough House Phillips of hunger, her sense of the supreme
... we cannot break It.—Horace
a small audience on the opening j break of the war, asked President '
amazing record, to be catalogued
theatre, one at the Bowery
Boston, who did everything but prac
♦ Mann
[folklore and a historical document theatre, and one in Brooklyn. Annight, but Friday night the hall was I Maxlm oI the Amateur Radio Relay j
„
- i tice vivisection when they met In the value of spiritual things."
Principal Russell has been attend quite well filled and much apprecia- [Hague how many men that organi- |
rather than an example of dramatic;^ produ<.t|on, congisUng merely
———
sawdust circle at the Legion Smoker
literature. Whenever the political ,of Ub,eaux from the nove] wgs
| two years ago. hether cannibalism ing the October conference of the tion was shown for the participants zation could supply the Navy as
and economic ferment that led to the i tagcd in Brooklyn
will be attempted tonight or whether New England Educators. There were whose
of coaching had been tiained operators Mr. Maxim an
( the wrestlers will be content with 180 present, 27 of w’hom were from
Civil War Is discussed by historians, There was llttie or no copyright
swered that question by asking an
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"Uncle Tom's Cabin"—both the novel proUctlon fQr pJ#yg al lhe Ump
merely busting a couple of heads Maine.
other :
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and a few arms and legs remains to
and its dramatization—is mentioned especially when they were derived
"Hew many do you want.?"
Members of th“ school were recent- surprising
Curtis M. Saulsbury, noted negro
Qne Qf lhe sympU>ms of u,at
From the iK«si of The Courier-Ga be seen.
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Stowe's novel was a mine of material
Artie Gray of Belfast challenged our freshments were enjoyed. Among dent, who was elected mayor as part
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at
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tonight.
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renHarriet
Beecher
Stowe's
romance,
“I can furnish you 500 "
Into which the adventurers of the
A Customs Patro'
Al Wilson to a boxing bout, and need- those present were Miss Mary Stock- 1 of a college initiation and is then
And they were furnished in 18 dition of negro spirituals and sacred 'developing every phase of abolitionist theatre might delve as they chose.
by inspector Bickford se^ed a Nova
that AJ
Scotia rum boat with 2000 cases oi j
wlu
(n the rlng tonlght wlUl bridge, Rockland and Miss Ethel kidnapped by three ruffians. He fl- days. Out of 4000 amateur operators sonzs is a delight to lovers of music emotion into melodramatic situa- Any new production was within the
g
c u
how: win ho- “Tn tions, was published in the spring of law. provided it was not an exact copy
Holbrook. South Thomaston
, nally ma.kes his escape and the then in existence there were 3500 in
liquor.
! bells on, and the same may be said of
.
• J852
story, as everyone knows.
The Library Club has again started! pathway is cleared for his marriage the service and 80 percent of the Some of ,his numbers
,
Civil Engineer Hiram P. Farrow Jack fionney of Liberty and John
to the inn-keeper's daughter
t<X)k the northern States by storm. of the Aiken version.
balance were either too old or too "D heard Boatner, Balm of OH- i----So the hacks and play carpenters
received two letters—one mailed in I goardrnan of Rockland, who will meet its activities for the vear. At a re
The young collegian was Robert
cent chapel exercise, Earte Achorn.
lead." Burleigh; "A little talk with |and dramatization was the inevitable made merry work of their prey,
1897 and one In 1905
, in (jje other seml-flnal. There will Rockport, gave a short review of Gardner who bestowed upon the young to serve.
Peter go ring sequel of this sweeping literary suc straining their fatuous imaginations
Mr. White told how Adriel Bird had [ Jesus." Johnson; "Peter
The new Grace liner Santa Rose. ■ als0 be two
preliminaries—Young
some of the well known books of the leading part a deal of enthusiasm gome to him one day and asked if he | them bells,’ Johnson and "My way is cess. The first stage version of
to serve up their fictional hash with
did 20 knots on the Rockland Trial ( preeman of Rockland vs Don Rob- past two years.
and realism. Playing opposite to
The public is in- “Uncle Tom's Cabin" had its premiere a dash of novelty. Thus the play be
Course.
i bins of Thomaston, and Red Smith
Miss Mary Stockbridge. Rockland. Gardner was Miss Irma Pickett, could send a message to Mrs. Bird I cloudy •• Burleigh.
„ ,
... .
| in the old National Theatre of New came encrusted with all sorts of fan
Rockland High defeated Camden
Rockland vs. Frenchy Huard of was recently a guest at the Dramatic : whose studies at the Leland Powers ♦ho was then traveling in Italy The vited. and an offering
will be taken i
cjiy on
23 lg52
tastic nonsense — new characters,
High 26 to 0 at Community Park.
j Belfast. None of these bouts will be Club banquet. She was admitted I school In Boston, added to her nat- (jutry was made jokingly, but It was
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C. F. Newbert of Appleton Ridge [ love affairs, according to Matchmaker to the cub lost week. Miss Jeannette ural ability and personal charm, en- Do joke to Ken who sent Mrs. Bird
-----------------Taylor,
otherwise
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in
theage was still unborn, but these vul
was exhibiting an 87-pound pumpkin. Oliver Hamlin.
Johnson; Appleton, faculty advisor. ] abled her to take the part most Her husband's message, asking where
WAS BOTANISTS' DAY ! atrical annals. He took strange tures jazzed up "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
The show starts at 8.15.
H. I. Fenderson of Calais was act
was hostess while Mis.-, Edna Delaney creditably. Lions who took part in bis white flannels were.
___
■ liberties with his material.
He like madcaps of the present day.
Tnis message went from Rockland
, of New Bedford was the toast-1 the cast of characters included Dr
ing as manager of the Western Union
| mistress.
Dana 8. Newman. Chester Black. tp Washington, from Washington to i NJa,uralJsjs Who Met At Ar- neglected the St. Clair-Little EvaThe actors also added "new busi
office.
Topsy elements In the tale; he over- ness" to the traditions. For example
The Lambda Pi Sigma, one of the Dr. Blake Annis. Albert Elliot and fre Azores antf
anjl lrom the Azores to 1Nalurallsls " no 1,1
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton was elected,
boretum
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William A. Brady, the veteran Broad
president of the American Legion
SERVICE (school fraternities, held its get-to- Bob Webster Lions A W. Gregory, Italy, arriving one day too late to [
_
[ i leerge and Eliza Harris, and he gave. way Impresario, played the role of
eether for all bovs of the school last Harold Leach. Richard Savllle. Carl reach Mrs. Bird. The message was
Auxiliary.
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play
a
happy
ending
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was
' week
Earle Achorn.
Rockport, Morse. Ralph L. Smith. Edward relayed to Cairo, and eventually Mr.
Marks the lawyer hi the 1870s at a
- .J *
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. . a fatal mistake. Destiny had decreed salary of $20 a week, with board. He
I opened the evening with a prayer Gonia, Joseph Dondis. Parker E. Bird received a collect cable which
Triumphs of science in the mate
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B
.
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meeting
of
the
botanical
(bal
institution
of
slavery
and
Later on in the evening he enter- Worrey. A. E. Brunberg. Ralph E cost him several dollars. Mrs Bird's I
is still proud of the fact that, he put
ANASTASIO BROS.
rial world encourage us to do some
tained with a vocal selection, "On Nutt. Lee Morse and Henry A. How- answer to the query concerning the | seitlon of Knox Academy, held all day happy endings were incompatible, a new laugh Into one of the scenes.
Over 5c and 10c Store
laboratory work In the human spirit.
i the Road to Mandalay.”
ard appeared in the role of “Profes- white flannels was not an extrava- [ in the Science building of Knox Ar- lhe play failed
When Marks reached the end of his
—Newton D. Baker.
Among Lhe members of the school sors of Wexfod Hall.
boretum. attended by a goodly num- Then came George L. Aiken with a knaveries in a hall of pistol bullets,
one. either. It read
| who have been selected to play In
Steve Gushee brought along some gant_ _____
b»r of Knox County botanists, ten dramatization that followed the
Brady had the happy thought of
Upstairs."
the Gorham Normal Orchestra are of Camden's well known talent, and “The
value cf amateur radio in time
„*
<tud‘ed and identified as -story’s Pattern of emotion and aboil- opening his umbrella for protection!
Mi's Helen Stor.» of Camden and this gave Mike Arico a chance to
..
....
a . rs wer
.
(lonist propaganda more closely; that Thus it will be seen that there Ls
Farie Achorn of Rockport.
shine as the billionaire father of the of disaster was seen in the Florida
Se'-'ct'ors for the Glee Club have ' voung college star. He was one of J hurricane, and the Mississippi and tlw following species A ter macro- ,LS(d Uncle Tom as a noble symbol of no standard text of the dramatization
phyllus A coiddoiius A pui
the sufferings of his people, little Eva Of “Uncle Tom's Cabin." and that
been made Anproximatelv 60 girls the hits of the evening and Steve's New England floods of 1927. the Cali A paniculatu- A. novi- g .
for lachrym09e sentiment, and Topsy many of the versions came close to
fornia dam bursting and second
were tried out 30 of whom were re- [ "Rosebuds" got a nice reception
“eU?' Xinatu’ and A curue- ;,s a black ““brette. This work was Iul,acy. Perhaps the revival staged
'eCted Marv Stockbridse. Rockland.
When it came to song hits Tony Florida hurricane in 1928. the New
N Y <-arly ‘n 1853. , by the Players'Club of New York last
and Miss Helen Stone, Camden, were Acardi “stole the show, with Lazy- Zealand and Nicaragua earthquakes «cens Uhitwas coHected in :,a«ed “»
Libc-tv by Miss Edith Bicknell).
»hcre it ran for one hundrtd nights, .spring, a production undertaken with
among tho^e selected.
[ benes," his rendition of which anti Viking explosion in Labrador in
1929, the Cuba and Texas floods in
Fo’r the benefit of lovers of our £n July 18. 1853. at the National [ sincerity of purpose, crystalized the
The ath'etic field Has been the brought, four insistent encores.
c»nter of manv sports participated
Among the specialties were Bob 1932 and the Los Angeles earthquake wnd flowers, who prefer common Theatre, New York city, the company play Into reasonable and lucid manuSPONSORED BY
in bv the girls Just now hockey and Brewer's eccentric dancing. Marga- ln 1933, when lt served as the only English names to the Latin, we give began an engagement that lasted for script form. If so, lt performed a fine
archerv are in full swing. Amonz , ret Winslow's dancing. EstenBoard- means of communication. It alsothem herewith in the same order: many months and launched “Uncle service to theatrical scholarship, and
The Church of St. John Baptist
tho'e seen taking part in the activi- man's impersonation of a Spanish gave warnings in the recent Florida Large-leaved aster, blue wood aster.Tonis Cabin on its career as a folk [the text should be carefully pre
ties are Anita Gatti and Marv dancer, H. W. Keep. Indian club hurricane.
red-stalk or purple-stem aster, tai' drama The New York run lasted for served.
Sto-kbridge of Rockland. Katherine jugglery and Steve Gushee's read- Amateur radio has followed 20 j white or panicled a«ter. New York more than three hundred nights,
Because of ill hybrid authorship,
True of Hope, and Mildred Turner of ings.
scientific expeditions and explora- j aster, small white aster,a variety of, Tins pioduction was the true its chaos of versions, and its amazing
tlcns since 1923, being Admiral Bvrd's same, tradescanti aster, whorled or source of the "Tom shows" that proliferation over the country, “Uncle
Jefferson.
«
Miss Jessie L Keene of Waldoboro
BROOMSTICK RELICS
only communication on his Antarctic Mountain aster, and dome - topped, covered the country, except In Ito Tom's Cabin” is a true folk drama,
HEADED BY
section of confederate sympathies. although lt is not based on a legend
will entertain at bri ge
e n
y
------expedition and Wilkins' only corn- aster.
Not so much time was given to the for well nigh eighty years
In ary material of extreme antiquity.
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goldenrods, but these species were March, 1931, the Theatre Arts It grew out of mass emotions that
t
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j rire expeditions to the North Pole
Line Rails, a Booster and wherever there are big events ama- noted: Solidago bicolor (white oi Monthly magazine reported that were passionate in their opposition to
MARSHALL BRADFORD
the weekend at their respective
pale goldenrod), S. Sempervirens I there was at the time of publication,
c_
- r'-mm- radio operators are found. All (sea-side G.l S. arguta <cut-leaved no record of any Itinerant “Tom* an evil. In this connection one may
homes.
Some
Car_
JI.inV
Rp<j 0ross centers are furnished with
note that the only other American
Helen Stone, Camden spent the
S. canadensis (Canada G ), S. altissi- sbow- anywhere in the United States
weekend
as the -guest ofw her parent. ,
_________
Twenty thousand tons of steel 'a ««
radio stations in ma (tall or double G.l, and S. nemo- ] This date may be taken to fix the play which approaches "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" in Ito quality as folk drama
Florence Bensbn of Jefferson spent
' whlch fQme of us rode iheir vicinity as a regular part of ralis. (field or dwarf G.)
>
end of a period. When the “Tom also grew out of violent and wide
the weekend with friends in Wolf,,
h
disappeared from I ‘heir emergency plans.
Members of the section ««**“ shows" passed away, the whole lnstl- spread „„„„
desires ,to abolish something
—
------—
Mr. White owns one of the finest
| boro. Anita Gatti and Mary Stock-- nea|>y- [he
Nort.................
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and
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acting
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play,
likewise, was a forerunner
bridge enjoyed a hot dog roast. at; hav,ng
?old
)unk t0 a New
At McDonald's Drug Store, Thomaston; Maine Music Store, Rockland
very modestly about It and his own 1 continue these meetings next spring j ^/ountry was
mor‘disturbed and tragic conditions In
Alden's Pond with some of their york man nfitme<i OConnor.
bund.
our national life. It was Ten
schoolmates recently. Ethelyn UpThe central Maine has also dis- pcrations, which include daily 1 and summer.
N. W L,
121-lt
The playbills of this Aiken dramati Nights in a Barroom." which voiced
ton. of the mathematics department
of
lot of car barn junk to schedules with Stonington. Wenham.
zation name G. C. Gcrmon as the the early prohibitionists' hatred of
cf the GRrham Normal Scho^ was UwUton parties, and a railroad ma- Mass., Lowell, Mass., Montreal, Ches
A BENEFIT RECITAL
first authentic Uncle Tom; Mrs. G. C. the demon rum.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs_ George chjne known M a -booster" has be- ter, N. S., Portland, Wilton, Hartford
Alexander in Camden for the
' come the DrOperty of the Androscog- and Schenectady.
Well Known Artists Will Appear
end, Ethel Holbrook. South Thom- gin & Kennebec jtaUway.
Next Friday Night At Watts llall
All told there are 1000 relay sta
RURAL RELIGION
TIE GAME AT CAMDEN
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
oston, was dinner guest o> . s , Atx)ut the only material evidence tions designated by the American
troUey llne wbich once perHelen Cressey Stanwood. Gorham,,
The musical and dramatic recital
Radio Relay League. Each has a
recently.
j formed such a valuable service for dally contact with three or more other being given at Watts hall, Thomas Something Further In Re- Rockland Warriors Within
-----? «
.
; Knox County is the power station at
ton. next Friday evening for the
gard To the Work of Miss
Hand-shaking
Distance,
Buy in October support the g - Qlencove Grass is rapidly obliter- tations—a vast network.
During the first week in September benefit of the Watts Hall Grand
emment and the NRA. Commodities ating the old roadbed.
McKnight
Piano
Fund
promises
to
be
a
delight

But
Lo9t
the
Ball
when there was a severe storm from
will be higher next month. Buy In
Norfolk to New York when a hurri ful performance. Besides the reading
October and save.—adv.
The quarterly meeting of the Knox [ Rockland High carried the ball to
COL. PHILBRICK ILL
cane struck Florida and another the of the "Happy Prince" from the fairy
LECTURE—DEMONSTRATION
coast of Texas, the Naval Communi tales of Oscar Wilde by Miss Bushnell County Association for Rural Rell-1 wlthln four yards of Camden s goal
„
.
_ . .
, .
[ This morning's bulletin concern- cation Reserve, composed of amateur with its charming musical setting by gious Education was held last week ..line at, Camden
Saturday, only to
[ ing the illness of Col. Fernando S radio operators, was on the job and Liza Lehmann, and the quartet head ith Rev. Mr. Leach of Thomaston
by
lose It on downs, and that was the
jPhilbrick, past department com- handled important emergency traffic ed and directed by Mr. Bradford, presiding.
The report of Miss McKnight, di nearest either team came to scoring
iinander of the Grand Army, is that for the telephone and telegraph com will be a reading from Edna St. VinCARRIE J. WILLIAMS
____ _____
and____
the__________
Associated______
Press.cent Millay's latest, book. “The Prln- rector. covering her activities from in a hard fought game which fur
PTCAUCLIID I IM C C he -,Pent a comfortable night and rpanies
the date of the annual meeting to the nished plenty of thrills for the spec
Ivl brill
LI In C □ [that conditions are somewhat encour Many other stations, not members of jefss Marries the Page, by Miss
•
of
aging. He ls at the home of Alder- the League, were manned and ready'ence Dean, one of Miss Busnnells present, was heard with interest. tators.
dramatic students and a group of Some of this has already been men
[man Conant, Camden street, attend for service.
t
For the first half Camden was the
ed by a trained nurse.
An organization of the Amateur vocal selections by Nettle Bird Frost tioned in this newspaper in connec
Home Service Department
Radio Relay League exists in Knox [Miss Faith Berry will act as accom- tion with the festival held here In aggressor but did not come within
August; but the North Warren Sun Rocklands 20-yard line.
County, with Oscar Crie of Thomas- papist.
at
ton as commander and Kenneth V [ Tickets at a very moderate price day School conducted throughout the The punting duel between McLeod
White as publicity man.
[are °n
a‘
Maine Music Store summer under local leadership, with of Camden and Johnnie Karl of
for BANGOR
Assembly Room, 447 Main Street, Rockland
____________
j Rockland, and McDonald's Drug enrollment of 25. and five teachers, Rockland was the feature of the game
5.00
A.
M.
Tues., Thurs.. SaL.
TntrntAiTv ahtm
(store. Thomaston This performance may be referred to briefly heie. Mrs. with the home team kicker having
1 KI-l^OUN 1 Y AU I kJ
I is being sponsored by the Church of Kalloch, the superintendent and slightly the better of the argument.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 2 O'CLOCK
for BOSTON
teacher of the adult class, had a These two were also the outstanding
1 St. John Baptist, Thomaston.
8.00 P. M.
Tues. Thurs.. Sat.,
GRANGE HALL
record of perfect attendance, as did ball carriers of the day with Karl
New
Organization
Will
Look
Food Given Away—Everyone Invited
Josephine Lenox, teacher of the be showing to advantage in the open
THE ANCIENT NAMES
for BAR HARBOR
After Code Observance
121-122
ginners’ class, Mildred Lenox and field to pull off several good runs.
Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
5.15 A. M.
Apropos a perusal of the recent Mr Kalloch. Helen Hill was the In McLeod did the bulk of the carrying
and
Good
Fellowship
Afternoon and Evening
article entitled “Ancient Indian termediate teacher, and Mrs. Fred for Camden and turned in many nice
for BItOOKLIN
Supper
Names" from the pen of an Appleton Jameson junior and primary teach gains. H. Crockett and Hellier were
Mon., Wed., Frt.,
7.30 A. MThere was recently formed in this correspondent, the following from
Dancing in the Evening of Old
city an organization known as the another of the same town mav be er. About the middle of the term a the other Rockland stars while Po-»
and New Dances
class was formed for the older boys, land went well in the line for Cam
Tri-County Automobile Association, j of interest also
It is copied from with Mr. Cargill as teacher. Mrs. den.
119-121
which will serve a double purpose
the Annals of Warren (18511 by Mank was organist and secretary.
For reservations apply
namely to see that the NRA code is Cyrus Eaton. AM . and a second This school observed Children's Day
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
properly observed, and that good- edition (1877i bv Emily Eaton:
ROCKLAND WHARF ’MK
"In 1626 the merchants of Ply for the first time this summer, with
fellowship is fostered.
If I had to live my life again I would
C. W. Hopkins of Rockland is mouth, who had establishments at the pageant “God's Children All;”
made a rule to read some poetry
president and John G. Snow of Rock and claimed the island of Monhegan and enjoyed a picnic together at Jef have
HERE YEW AIR!
and
listen to some music at least once
sold their right to Giles Elbridge and ferson Lake. The school closed in a week The loss of these tastes is a loss
———------------ 49-tf
land
is
secretary-treasurer.
The
di

Vnkle Abner iz giving a good
September; on October 1st a church of happiness—Charles Darwin.
Robert Aldsworth. merchants
Fashun Harvest Shin jigg hi th' rectors are C. W. Hopkins, C. H. Bristol for £50 sterling. These gen service was held with Rev. Mr. Holt
Berry
and
John
G.
Snow
of
Rock

Town Hall, Rock ViU, TONITE
THE DKPARTVRE
of Warren preaching.
land, W. D. Heal of Camden and tlemen carried on traffic there and
(TUES.) OCTOBER 10, with
Mias Margaret Pendleton of Rock- i And on her lover’s arm she leant
Two 5-Mile Matched Race»—10 Mile Matched
Percy Ludwig of Damariscotta, with also at Pemaquid, where their agent
And round her waist she felt tt fold.
land greatly helped Miss McKnight And
Abraham Shurte resided, and for
STAN WALSH an' his ORKESTRA two more to be chosen.
far across the hlllK they went
long time held the office of magis in all the typing necessary to the
Two 5-Mile Races, Open To All Racers
In that new world which ls the old,
Dance fram 8 Till th' Cock Crow*
trate.
summer’s work, and this kindly serv Across the hills and far away
if yew wanter
Beyond their utmost purple rim.
Specialize en Chimes and French
“The river and harbor at the latter ice is much appreciated.
Races Start at 2 o'clock—If stormy, next fair
Prizzes ter Everybuddy
And deep Into the dying day
Clocks
place offered attractions to visitors
The happy princess followed him
Miss McKnight also reported as to
tidies, 10c; Men, 25c
Ail Work Guaranteed
Saturday
and the settlements increased,
her
present
work
in
the
rural
schools
121*11
"I’d sleep another hundred years.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
fort was built there in 1630, and
love, for such another kiss.
Jeweler
i named Fort George. Having in 1631 She has a Bible School at Stickney "OO wake
Admission 40c. Children 25c
forever, love.” she hears
Corner,
primary
at
1
o
’
clock
and
Now Located at
j obtained a patent of the lands be
O love, ’twas su
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
i tween the Muscongus and Damaris junior at 2. She also goes to the fol And o’er them many a sliding star
And many a merry wind was borne.
lowing rural schools, with a total en
404 Main Street
Rockland
'cotta, with exclusive privileges
And. streamed thro' man- a golden bar.
[ hunting, fishing, fowling and trad rollment of 153; Ash Point. Bassick.
The twilight melted lnt morn.
[ ing with the natives, together with Spruce Head, Wheeler’s Bay, Broad
"O
eyes long laid tn happy sleep'”
oower to establish a civil govern Cove, Lawry, Anderson School at
”O happy sleep that lightly tied!”
(J To Us Printing is mors thin the
ment. Elbridge and Aldsworth ex- North Warren, Stone School at "O happy kiss that woke thy sleep!”
DAILY TRIPS
just putting words into type. | tended their business, and by addi Union. It will be noted that she does
O love, thy kiss would wake the dead!”
It is ths creation of a work of art,
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
o’er them many a flow.ng range
tional offers, induced many to settle not go into the rural schools in the And
Of vapor buoyed the ci
bark.
be it a simple little announcement
$3.50 One Way; $8.30 Round Trip
in the country.
communities
where
the
boys
and
girls
And.
rapt thro many a rosy change.
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
“Under their charter; the planta are being carried to Sunday Schools,
The twilight died Into the dark
we take all the pride of an artist
(Protect yourself with Railroad
tion had a gradual and uninterrupt the purpose being to reach them all
(Special) Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
"A hundred summers! Can lt be?
in his craft, in each job; and that
Responsibility
ed growth for many years. The set in some way.
And whither goest thou, tell me
ia the secret of the superlative
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Additional Trips" 10.10 A. M. 4 « P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
tlements extended to Damariscotta,
where?”
Miss McKnight finds a very helpful
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and especially at the lower falls, were spirit of interest and co-operation "O seek my father's eourt with me.
For there are greater wonders there.”
Printing.
.
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE-FARE $4.00
seen rising on both sides of the river. among all the teachers in the rural And
o’er the hills, and far away
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
"The name Pemaquid in the In
Beyond their utmost purple rim,
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
schools, and willingness to fit into the Beyond
at Warren.
the night, across the day.
dian
language
signaled
'long
point,
’
TOILET
Thro’ all the world she followed hlm|
and Damariscotta, the ‘river of little day’s program the period which she
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
gives to each school weekly.
—Alfred Tennyson, In The Daydream.”
TISSUE
' fishes'.”
B. A. Pitman
102S&Ttf
TEL. 92
99-tf

NEWSPAPER HI8TOBY
The Rockland Oaiette was established
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Benefit

watts Han

NEW PIANO FUND

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC RECITAL

Watts Hall, Thomaston, Friday, Oct. 13

Gas Cooking School

EASTERN

Catlings ftrom

J ROCKLAND

ST. GEORGE
GRANGE FAIR

Wednesday, Oct. 11

AUTO RACES
UNION FAIR GROUNDS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14

TARES GREATLY REDUCED

WELL, FOLKS!

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

PROTECT YOUR HEALTH

QUAKER STAGES BUS

BOSTON

The Courier - Gazette
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MAminiiTO

NOTICING

t

• NOTABLE PICTURES COMING
"ON MY SET"

Manager Dondis Brings Back From Boston Conference a
Unto the upright, there ariseth light
= ^++++++++++++++++++++++q.
Statement That Will Please
•

in the darknesa-Ptolm 112:4.

Have any of this papers
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
October is the Buy Now month. I
<$> <$>
There is definite obligation laid upon ,
THAT
you've
never
been able satis
each one of us, as citizens having thc [
factorily to explain whatever became
welfare of the community at heart,
of those bamboo screens that you
to help make unanimous this nation
I compelled your social callers to claw
wide movement to lift the NRA to a
high level of efficiency. We believe ,tllelr way through Into thc fi)xtt>
LET VS BUY LIBERALLY

there ls, as there should be, no political differences of opinion in relation
to the fact itself, that this demonstration of the campaign's success lies
in the hands of the people. It calls
upon us to bring our money Into the
epen and spend tt through every
practical channel which the merchants have made available. We
thould buy now of everything we can
reasonably afford tor personal use
and the needs of the family. Every
dollar we spend enters at once the
avenues of trade, passes from hand
to hand in thc promotion of Industry,
and the clearing of debts and sets at
orce in motion an activity through
which we find returned the prosper
ous times for which our hearts are
longing. In every corner of the
United States this Buy Now slogan is
being sounded. Let Rockland and its
environs step out to it.

Every-Other-Day
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Manage Dchdls o Strand Theatre ; 'Dick Ecup" ar.d many others still ln
returned Saturday from Boston, the process of being filmed.
Warner Bros, studios will deliver to
where he attended thc season's most Strand Theatre its outstanding at
Important motion picture conven tractions which include: "Footlights
tion conducted by the M. & P The cn Parade.” the greatest and most
atres Company. at Copley Plaza' expensive musical ext.-avaganza ever
Ho tit Ch er 200 theatre managers filmed with a tremendous cast of
anil motion pidiure exhibitors at stars; "The World Changes,” with
Paul Muni. Aline McMahon, Mary
tended the convention.
j P®I lorEvery major film studio sent per Astor and Donald Cook. "The House
*
sonal representatives, both from the on 56th Street with Kay Francis.
THAT while thc frosts have made Hollywood studios and eastern dis- Ricardo Cortez and Qene Raymond
some little gestures you are still waitIng upon that real one which will
prostrate everything in the flower
' garden,
|
<$■ <?>
that you heartily endorse the
agjtation which is becoming country„.ide t0 put our citlcs on the pay-as, you.go system. What's good tor the
individual, you declare is surely good
for the town of which he is a citizen,

e •?>
THAT there's lately been running
in your mind the irresistible refrain
of that one-time popular epic, “It
ain't goin’ to rain no more," and at
which you have shaken a doubtful
head.

tribution departments. The former as well as several famous olavs and
outlined cne of the most ambitious novels now being prepared fir the
and important series of motion pic stars and cameras to be made Into j
tures ever to be filmed in the his the finest screen entertainment ever
tory ot moticn pictures entertain produced.
Fox Film Corporation head their
ment. while the latter group assured
Manager Dondis that Strand The brilliant array of pictures with these'
atre in Rockland wtll play the new talking pictures: "The Hou-e of Con- |
seasen attractions Just as rapidly as1 nelly' with Lionel Barrymcre, Janet
they are relea-ed from the studies
Gaynor and Lew Ayres; the long hcrAs a direct result of the M A P aided "Fox Movietone Follies" teaconvention. patrons of Strand The- turing a superlative cast of talented
a'.-e will soon enjov the following stars and featured players; the famajor screen attractions. Para- ir.'us English star Leslie Howard will
meunt Pictures will release the fol- be seen with the screen's newest
‘ lowing new seasonWay
product:
Maurice
"find" Heather
Angal play
ln the-Berkeley
picturi(0 Love
-. wlth at;on
of ,h? prlz?
Ann Dvorak and Edward Everett Square." one of the most discussers
Horton: Noel Coward's "Design For productions of the new season.
Living." an Ernest Lubifch produ:Radio Pictures heads its wondertion will feature Miriam .Hopkins ful productions with such outstandFrederic March and Gary Coc'per; ing attractions as Ann Vickers, now
Mae West ln her own sensational a sensation ln Boston, followed by Hi
story. “I'm No Angel;' the four Marx, tie Women, the largest selling book
brothers in their craziest funfest. cn the market.

THAT the days are narrowing to
the season's closing of Montpelier, at
ANOTHER WAR NOT LIKELY
which you and belated guests mean
The unpleasant taste that Mr. to take another look before it Is put
Wells leaves on the palate with his to sleep for the winter.
gloomy forecast of world catastrophy
♦♦
is pleasingly antidoted by Mr. Kellogg,
THAT whatever sex you belong to
our former secretary of state and von take a certain comfort ln the
you take a certain comfort in jne
ambassador to the Court ot St jaft
y)ju never
a woman
Jamess who writing in the Yale News smoking & cigaret without wishing
declares his belief that the people of that she wouldn't do it.
Euiope are determined that there
shall not be another war. “I don't
THAT when you hurt a finger lt is
believe the things the alarmists de
always the one that you most require
clare." he says, ”that war is nearer
in buttoning your collar.
new than it was in 1914 and lhat the
nations are on the verge of outbreak,”
ON THE AIR TONIGHT
THAT when you see a citizen
and he adds:
sweeping the sidewalk in front of his
mere moves °to^d Se “mc the
>ou mentally lift your ha- in Alton Blackington, Rockland

♦♦

♦♦

CAMDEN

Alton Hall Blakingtoo. for
mer Rockland photographer, be
gins his tri-weekly broadcasts
over WNAC at 10.30 tonight.
You’re : are to like him.
Yesterday's bulletins hrouvhi
news that the Annapolis Valley
truit gioweis in Nova Scotia bore
the brunt of tropical hurricane.
Nature had alriadv cut Knox
County': apple ci op io 25 per cent
of normaL
“McIntosh time in Miildltex,"
quoth Howell Cullinan in yester
day’s broadcast. Don't believe
they look any better er taste any
belter than our Knox County Me-.
In o dies.

Who Goes /
to Chicago/
This is the last week of the Century of
Progress Contest. Be sure and cast all of
your votes this week. The two winning
contestants will be announced from this
store Saturday night, October 14, at
10 P. M.

PERRY’S MARKET
Will present to the contestant turning in
the greatest number of votes a new

SUIT OR DRESS
cf their own selection. The contestant
placing rscond will receive $5.00 in cash.

FOR DOUBLE VOTE SPECIALS

The popularity of the Jenney
hour Sunday nights does not srem
to be abating, roe thouM IL
Thc Knox County Men's
Chorus is nrhrdulrd to broadcast
over WLBZ. Sunday, Oct 22,
fiom 2 to 3 p. m.
Radio listeners are p<ea ed to
know that Doe RoekweH ha. fi
nally been luted from his her
mit's retreat at Bouthbay Harbor
and will be staired in ' new radio
program sertou beginning tomoriow evening at 9 o'clock over the
NBC network. Frltzie Schell,
famou'. musical ecmedy star, and
a large orchestra w ill be heard on
the :ame pi ogam.

NEW FORMOSA

FANCY THIN SKIN

THRIFT
WEEK
AT OUir STORE »

GRAPEFRUIT,

8 lor 25c

SWIFT'S DAISY

lb

HAMS,
PEARS, large cans,

19*

2 for 29c

WHEAT1ES,

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Oardiner bowlers dropped in
at the Recreation alleys unexpectedly
last Thursday night, so Manager Fitz
gerald had to cook up a team off
hand. The home team made a good
showing in the first two strings but
after that the match was a runaway
for the visitors. The fourth string
was a notable performance, netting
Gardiner 558 pins—every s'.r.ng bein? ln three figures—which is real
bowling on any man's alley. G. Ooggin had the remarkable total of 546
his strings ranging from 92 to 129.
The summaiy:
Gardiner—S. Goggin 477. H. Holt
503. E. Ooggin 489 3 Ellis 503. O
Goegm 546. total 2518
Recreation—Biault 476 Perry 444
Fitzgerald 474, Shute 483. Thomas
484. total 2367
•
• • • •
The Three Crows flew high, wide
and handsome at the Star alleys Fri
day r.ight and defeated Snow's Snags
40 pins. Jordan had high string 1104»
and high total but his followers did
not maintain the pace he set. The
summary:
Three Crows—Horrocks 543. Cum
mings 531. Ma on 514. total 1588.
Snow's Snags—Jordan 554, Snow
434, Wall 510, total 1548

2,bs'

TEA,

2 pkgs. 23c

SPECIAL

Mr and Mrs. C. L. Young and son
Cecil are enjoying a motor trip to
war than ever before. Some people recognition of a public spirit which
Boy, Begins Series of Halifax. N 8.. where they will visit
Mrs. Young's relatives.
are discouraged at the outcome of you mean to go home and imitate
Broadcasts Over \\ NAC
various conferences, but we must
C. B. Borland of Chicago, a mem
♦ <♦>
realize that in times of disturbed con THAT sentimentally candles are all
ber cf the summer colony, is spell
Altcn
Hall
Blackington.
formerly
ditions. and I mean economic condi righf for the supper table but when
ing a few days in town.
of Rockland, will be featured In an
tions. it is extremely difficult to settle
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union
It
comes
to
getting
down
to
the
real
unusual
series
of
radio
broadcasts
such questions as disarmament.
Veterans will meet at the Grange hail
from
radio
station
WNAC.
Boston,
These difficulties pertain also to the business of the knife ajid fork you
: at 7 30 A fu
beginning tonight and called. "Over tendance is desired as business of im
recent failure of the London Confer like to switch on the electricity.
the Cameraman's Shoulder.' He will portance is to be transactecL Th. ■
ence.
♦
be cn the air for fifteen minutes
"But there are other forces work THAT Shakespeare's suggestion every Tuesday. Thursday and Satur sewing circle meets in the afternoon
ing toward peace. For one thing.
day evening from 10.30 to 10 45.
j Miss Harriet L. Gill has returned
Europe absolutely cannot stand the that a weak heart ne'er won a fair
from a visit tn Boston and vicinity
In
addition
to
the
large
circle
f
increasing burden of debt which lady holds good also at golf.
Miss Jessie B. Hosmer has returned
friends
which
Mr.
Blackington
made
♦♦
armaments bring. Then there are
when he was a resident of Maine from the Century of Progress Expothe World Court decisions. Every one THAT there are few funnier sights he has widened his acquaintanceship sltton at Chicago.
rendered was accepted by the nations than the long-legged boy laboring considerably in recent years through
The ladies of the Congregational
tn question. Every one ot those deci
the Illustrated lectures which he has Society will hold a rummage sale at
over
the
cement
walk
on
roller
skates.
sions made for peace.”
,
given tn various parts of Massachu the parish house Oct. 13-14 Cooked
<8
setts. He has appeared on the lec- feed, jellies and canned food will be
There should be none abler than THAT
your
Congrcgationalist tore olatform over 500 times in the on sale Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Kellogg to present a considered friends are laying by something for a
last tea* years.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs.
opinion upon these matters from the rainy day tn the lorm ot shingles on
Mr. Blackington's interest ln pho Etta Ferr.ald Friday afternoon. The
European angle It should be possible the parsonage roof.
tography was aroused many years missionary societies of the various
to extract a -good deal ot comfort
' ago when as a bov he helped earn hi? churches are Invited.
<$> ♦
way through grammar and high
trom his conclusions.
The Eastern Main? meeting of thc
THAT one of the striking sights school with a two-dollar camera
TENANTS HARBOR
after the Saturday-Sunday storm was From that start hq continued as a Lincoln Association will be held at
thc First Baptist Church in Rockiand
TDK THE CITY'S GOOD
STRAND
THEATRE
the cascade which came pouring moving picture cameraman, a navai tomorrow. Wednesday
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
dewn the side of Mt. Meguntlcook— photographer, and a press photogra
The hardware store of John C. Cur
Another matter that the local
pher. connected with one of New
"I Loved You Wedr.jsday,” screen left last week for their winter home
a tremendous volume ot water which England's lAding dailies. Although tis on Elm street was broken into
paper is urged to keep before its read
Thursday night and four automatic presentation of the successful Broad- in Somerville. Mars., after passing the
had assembled on thd tableland.
his assignments have carried him ail pistols taken from the window The way play with a cast ot notable summer here.
ers concerns itself with the sidewalks
over the United Staves and to theft was kept still for rome time. screen personalities, comes Wednes
■8 <$>
Olaf Johnson has gone to Bar Har
of the city and the ditches and gutters
THAT Mt. Meguntlcook has a Europe. Mr. I Blackington has dene Er.tra:. re was made through a back day.
bor and ha? employment there
associated with them. If the sidewalk
most of his work in New England.
window and as it ls high from the
Thc s'.irv revolves around the
. ,
, , 24-mile trail, laid out vears ago by
Henry Paterson is working in Port
could be swept clean and these ad__
“Over the Cameraman's Shoulder'
I Dr. W. F. Bisbee and John P Leach. ' you will have intimate glimoses ot ground boxes were placed beneath glamorous figure of a ballet dancei land.
and the window jimmied. Who tn Parts who. seeking to heal the
joining features freed of weed and
_
J
and that John often takes the hike, outstanding New England prcple. un ever took the goods had nerve as wounds left by an unfortunate love
Ralph Wilson has returned hom?
the ill featured objects which find their i . ,
usual New England places. You will there is a bright electric light exactly affair, gees to South America to from Criehaven where he visited his
J
,
,,
just as an appetizer,
wav Into them, a note of cleanliness :
„
hear some of the difficulties and opposite the window and a light is launch on a professional dancing father.
<S> <46
Mrs. Lizzie Kalloch. 85 years of age.
thrills experienced by the news pho
and beauty would thereby find utter
ln thc career. There she meets a handTHAT one doesn't have to go beyond tographer You will visl'. such in also kept burning all night in
store.
i some engineer who falls ln love with -pent the day last week with MLss
ance and the whole atmosphere ol
Ballard Park to see autumn foliage triguing places as the haunted house
Charles B Pish. 8t. d;ed Saturday her. Their work separates them, but Eleanor Jackson.
the municipal out-of-doors be corre- at Its best.
cf Ocean Born Mary In Henniker c'. hi? hom? on Pearl street. Mr Fish they meet, later in New York, eacn
Eubcrtus Clark of California called
spcndingly uplifted. The previous
N. H the desert of Maine, the Car was born at Scuth Hope, son of Simon of them having a measure of fame,
lisle, Mass. Cat's Club You will pa..? ar.d Orir.dia (Bartlett) Fish, but the They are about to embark on a
issue of this paper touched upon the THAT £ince the doctof t0Qk
through the
fire lines
as theflauKi
news grciter part of his life had bcen spent honeymoon trip aboard hi? yacht. [
inviolability of the lawn and the away from you. you are delighted to II camera'ta
pointed
"at leaplng
in Camden. He was a carpenter by when her Paris lover puts in a sud- 1
private lot. These arc ma.ters. that diccovrr whflt a useless thing is the face the storm as pictures are taken trade,
and for many years was Em den appearance and ccmplicates i
relate them lies with what Ls known dessert which custom has grafted
f®me thrilling Coast Guard rescue. ployed as millwright at the Knox matters. The manner in which four 1
as public spirit, the cultivation of upon civilization.
I Lccal radio listeners will undoubt- Woolen Mill. H? leaves a daughter. worldly-wise people meet this sltua- ,
| ?dly hear many familiar names and Mrs. Luia Rhodts of this place. The tion — the dancer, her engineerwinch uplifts thc character of a com
stories before Mr. Blackington's funeral was held Monday afternoon flanc?. her former lover and his beau- i
munity and renders it increasingly
that you wish the street crews in
series Is finished.
from the Good funeral home. Rev. '. ful but neglected wife—is said to be I
desirable as a place of abode. It Ls tlaeir helpful work of keeping the
Leroy A Campbell officiating, and in ab crbinzly interesting, and the de- '
a source of satisfaction to know that catch-basins open to care for'thes?
r.cuement i? reported as a distinct j
terment was at West Rcckport.
SWAN'S ISLAND
thc Garden Clubs actively concern excessive rainfalls would rake th<
surprise.
Abounding in historic feud? be
themselves with these matters of tallen leaves to such a distance that Owing to thc heavy gale and storm
MEDOMAK
tween cattlemen, thc rugged West ,
Saturday thc steamer Vinalhaven did
------public interest.
the next rain wouldn't wash them
not make her return trip to the
Mrs. Roland Jrior and two chil- furnLshcd Zane Orev with one of it»
most, spectacular struggles fcr “To!
back again.
Islands
until
Sunday.
dren
are visiting her mother Mrs. t|ie La t Mm," which Paramount
I N( I I KIM'S ( ABIN
The MethodL't ladies' Aid served Smith in Washington,
has just filmed, showing Thursday.
THE MEDOMAK BANK
a Dicnic dinner Friday at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Norris Carter and
The story has its inception in postLast evening saw thc opening at j
____
Mrs. Nina Sprague in Atlantic. Mrs "°n Carroll of Thomaston were guests
the Colonial Theatre ln Boston of
Among the unlicensed national Mamie Joyce. Mrs. Marion Herrick, cf Mrs. Norman Carter last Sunday. Clvil War davs. One of two feud
ing families of Kentucky decides to
that (pic cf thc American stage ! banks whose reorganization plans Mrs. Lida Sprague and Master ColMr» L. W Osler. Mrs. Ashley call quits to the bloodshed. The
'1 have been approved as of Sept. 30 bath were Invited guests.
Gerthner, Mrs Almore Csler and head of the other familv. sent to t
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," with the famous is the Medomak National Bank ol
player Oti Skinner in the role of i Waldoboro. Its amount offrozen assets Mrs. Nelson Morse spent the 1 Mrs w- D. Hilton were Rockiand jail for the last killing, follows his old '
rival to Arizona There the relent- (
Uncle Tom. We quote upon another j is given as $808,000 and its unre- weekend in Rockland with her daugh- , 'liters last Tuesday,
ter
who
is
a
student
in
the
High
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Carter
was
les? feud is revived. Unforeseen com
page thc article written by Charles stricted assets as $30,000.
School there
in Rockland last week Monday.
plications, however, enter the strug-1
Collins in the Chicago Tribune, deal
Mr. and Mrs L. W. Osier and chil- g’-- a’- this juncture, when the son o*
Mrs. Edith Staples went Satuidav
NORTH HAVEN
dren Isabel and John and Horace one family and the daughter of the
ing with the history of the play and
to Portland where she will spend
meet and tall ln love without
the place it occupied in the affections The rainstorm that swept over thc j the winter at the home of her brother Smith were Washington visitors Sun- other
knowing each other’s Identity.—adv.
land Saturday
Catnerln.- night _was
__ _a heavy
t____ ! )Alf«eJ
ot the people. It is a long period of j Island
Alfred T/M'zta
Joyce.
Mr and Mrs. Astor Willey was in |
years slice the drama out of the book one- "Die winds were of gale force, Eugene Norwood is visiting reia- Friendship last Sunday.
a Maine woman wrote had presentas'and were especially tives at Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Flora Des'non L? ln Portland I
5GVPFP a,,?
It war. a
...
u35 a great fr?'_nuF
tD-out /•a*.
for I Charles Siockbridge
celebrated his
tion in our city—at first by companies roofs and
showed up many a leak. | 79th birthday anniversary Sunday, to visit her son Max Deshon.
Miss Geneva Martin of Maynard.
ot real merit, followed by degenera which means that some houses need
and his friends all wish him many Mass., is spending a vacation with :
tion into what were known to the ]shingling,
j , ,
i more. Mr. Stockbridge looks as her mother Mrs. Orville Martin.
profession as Tom Shows, with
L. W. Osier lost a horse last week. Pay No Money—Now or Ever, For
ThLs Tru: s
extravagant
z
MLss Charlotte LeRoy who has j
been staying at her summer home or.
Cow Island, is now at th^ "Dove j Kansas City. Mo —A newer rupture
House" on Keene Neck before leav method developed by a doctor is so
proc ion cf actors and a string of night Mrs. Banks, who is an accom
successful he offers to give every rup
ing for her home in Philadelphia.
tured man or woman who tries it. a
huge but harmless "bloodhounds." plished musician. sang a beautiful
John
Whitmore
has
been
spending
solo, and also accompanied Mr ,
The night taw Farwell Hall thronged Llpovsky ln his fine vioiin work. Thc
a few days In Rockland with hL? niece I $350 truss free It does away with leg
■ straps, elastic bel's, binding springs
Mrs. Raymondl Flagg.
to the doers, for In those days Uncle address by Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston j
and harsh part:-. After using it, many
was very much enjoyed. There was I
Tom was a drawing card.
t
u . t.
have reported their ruptures better
I want to be an evangelist. I ve | often in a ver short ,jme others
We read that when Harriet Beecher a delightful company present.
helped so many men to make fool? ct 5ay they no !onger nccd any support.!
On account of the storm and in- j
Stowe was presented to President
themselves that now I want to help
terruption of boat service the recep
doctor offers to send his method
Lincoln he said: "So this is the little tion and shower in the church to Mr. Since 1840 this firm has faithfully save a few of them —Texas Guinan. on 30 days' trial and will send the
served the families of Knox County
woman whose book caused the Civil and Mrs. Leon Crockett has been j
$3.50 truss free with it. Lf the method
LADY ATTENDANT
I am sure that if I can love and does not help your rupture return lt
War.” The house in Brunswick postponed to Thursday night. An ln- j
Day
Telephone
450
—
781-1
feel
pfoud
of
a
country
as
large
as
and keep the $3.50 truss for your
where she wrote the book some eighty teresting program ha.? been arranged ]
the United States, I can with little trouble. If you are ruptured Jest
BURPEE
’S
years ago Ls now a place open to those and friends are invited.
effort stretch that love to include write Dr. Kaiser, 8311 Koch Bldg.,
On account of the storm the Vinal
ROC LAND, ME.
interested to pay tribute to her haven omitted the Saturday trip and j
more of the earth's surface.—Ernest 290C Main St, Kansas City, Mo, tor
hi$ trial offer,
memory,
Elmo Calkins.
came across Sunday morning.

FRANKFORT?,

2«“ 25'
lb 15c

FINNAN HADDIE,

FISH STICKS,

2 lbs 19c

CORNED HAKE,

lb 09c

FANCY HALIBUT,

lb 29c

FANCY MILD CHEESE,
ARMOUR’S STAR HAMS,

lb 17c
lb. 16c

QaWuja JlaJiket
’* EVERYTHING TO EAT*

on Frank Brown Tuesday night Mr.
Clark is looking hale and rugged. He
says nothing doing in California and
that he has been without work for
two years.
Evejyn Morris has employment in I
Rockland.
Frank Robinson is to do the car
penter work on the parsonage, and
the lumber has already arrived.
James Paterson was in Rockiand
Saturday,
Don't forget the covered dish supper at Puritan Rebekah Lodge ThursdaY night.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slingsby have I
arrived home from Lynn, Mass.

RESULTS
CUIRANTUD

TIDMMEI’S BEER
Proudly Holds Up a
High Creamy Head

Ruptured Men Get
$3.50 Truss Free

COMPLETE
FUNERALS
-- --- ■□
T.VOD£JIAT£CO^
B

A SMOOTH
NOT BITTER
BEER

Dislributed in the Slate of Maine
by

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
No. 4.

K'
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Blueberry blossoms are a bit out
ot season, yet Joseph Allen picked
some over by The Bog one day last j
week.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 10—Joint Installation Knox l/)dge
and Miriam Rebekahs at I. O. O. F. hall.
Members of Claremont CommandOct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
cry. K.T.. go to Bath tonight to wit
Oct. 11—Claremont
Commandery's
ness the inspection of Dunlop Comschool ot Instruction
Oct. 13—Benefit musical at Watts hath mandery.
Thomaston.
,
Oct. 13—Meeting 2 p. m. at Bok Nurses
Fales Circle, Ladies of G A R. meet
Home to form Woman's Auxiliary to
for business only tomorrow afternoon
Knox Hospital
Oct. 14—Semi annual meeting of the at the heme of Mrs. Bernice Jackson,
Maine 8tate Hand Engine League. Lubec.
Oct. 14—Annual meeting State Fire 8 Hall street.
men's Association In Hallowell
Oct. 14—Quarterly meeting and ban
Lieut. Commander Jewell of the
quet Maine Fire Chiefs’ Club t|>
Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo has
Hallowel.
Oct. 14—South Thomaston Llmerock leased the upper flat of the Coburn
Valley Pomona Orange meets with Wes- house on Broadway.
saweskeag Orange.
Oct. 17 <2 to 7.301—Woman's Educa
tional Club picnic. Mrs Leila Benner
and Miss Lenore Benner hostesses
.
rule in L. E. Tripp's orchard on
Nov. 17-18 — Camden — Meguntlcook Brewster street. To the pomological
Orange Fair.
Oct. 17-19—Chautauqua Festival tot editor he yesterday sent several of
Parent-Teacher Association.
the clusters each of which contained
Oct. 19— Appleton Ridge—Annual Har
vest Home supper and sale of the Will halt a dozen or more small apples.
ing Workers.
Oct. 19—Opening meeting of the Bap
Few persons who visited Crescent
tist Men's League season
Beach the past summer failed to
Oct 20—The Diligent Dames meet
notice the artistic stonewall which
with Miss Charlotte Buffum.
Oct. 20—Warren—Annual meeting of Antonio Delmonico built around the
Knox County Sunday School Association vegetable garden at the rear of his
In Congregational Church.
Oct 27-29 Bangor -Annual meeting of cottage. It repesented a lot of labor,
____
_______ Endeavor union fd but had material and artistic results.
Maine Christian
Columbia Street Baptist Church.
______
Oct. 30—Freight steamer Cornish goes
p„rm„r rnnffre«man Donald B
on for the winter season
' Former
congressman uonaia b
Oct 31 D a R contract and bridge, Partridge will be the speaker at the
party. Mrs Sheldon's. 58 Masonic street.
J opening meeting of the Baptist
215 p. m
Men's League one week from Thurs*
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COMMUNITY CHEST

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES .
These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to cast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns lLsted below.
Ballot boxes are available ln each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.

$3000 By Voluntary Sub

scriptions

WE ARE KEEPING THE PRICES DOWN AT SENTER CRANE'S

Rockland's Community Chest ls en
gaged
in a canvass to raise $3000 for
MEN'S WEAR
MARKETS
the help of the Home for Aged Worn- j
Gregory
’
s
Perry’* Foodland
en and to retain here the service of
Rockland
426 Main St.,
Rockland 416 Main St.,
the Red Cross, which without this
OIL BURNERS, RANtiE OIL
DEPARTMENT STORES
REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL
immediate help must be withdrawn—
which would be a calamity, in par
Fuller-Cobb*Davis
A. C. McLoon Co.
326 Main St.,
Rockland
ticular to thc less fortunate classes of
COLLISION WORK
the city.
GARAGES
Rockland Body & Fender
The following contributions have
Kent’s
Shop
been received. Others may be sent j
384 Main St.,
Rockland 633 Main St.,
Rockland
either to the Chamber of Commerce
LADIES’ WEAR
DRUG STORES
or to this paper. Checks should be
Cutler’s
Comer Drug Store
made payable to Community Chest.
369 Main St.,
Rockland 422 Main St.,
Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... $ 25.00
Auto Electric
Wall Paper
Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00
C. M. Blake Store
Farrel Co., Inc.
Mr. and Mre. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00
643 Main Street
662 Main Street
W. S. Rounds ............................ 5.00
Shoe Repairing
Drug Stores
Radio, Sporting Goods
These new imported rugs in oriental designs will fit in anywhere and look right
Miss Addle Rogers _________ 1.00
ROCKLAND SHOE
McCARTY'S
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
REPAIRING CO.
606 MaUn Street
Miss Kate Wendell ..............___ 5.00
. . . Beautiful patterns in blue, green, mulberry, tan, gold and rust.
Mrs. W W. Gregory................... 5.00 ;
Restaurants
Boots and Shoes
Furniture
NEWBERT'S
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Edna Gregory _______
2.00
Mongol Quality, size 24x42..................................................... $2-25
306 Main Street
Main Street
STUDLEY FURN. CO.
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
Main Street
Nanking Quality, size 27x50 ..............................................
2-98
Fruit
Cleaning and Pressing
V. F. W..................................... 5.0b
NAUM A ADAMS
I. L. CROSS
Hardware
Nanking
Mossal,
size
4x6
feet
..............................................
7.50
220 Main Street
457 Main Street,
Carrie E. Brainerd ........................ 10.00
II. II. CRIE CO.
day
night.
An
excellent
speaker
who
436
Main
Street
WEATHER
Jewelry
Evelyn M. Hix .......................... 25.00
Fish Market
always has something worth nJiile
Other interesting items from our house furnishings—
C. E. DANIELS
FRED HASKFXL
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Thc morning bulletin asserts that
Dr. A. W. Foss _____________ 10.00
370 Main Street
Main Street
408 Main Street
elsewhere the clouds are thinning
54 inch Velour, yard,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer ____ 10.00
Large Brocaded Satin Pillows,
.79
Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
I
Boots and Shoes
and sunshine will follow, but here at
Because of the stormy weather
Mrs. Sadie Dennison .................. 1.00
McLAIN SHOE STORE
STOVER FEED MFC. CO.
Kitchen
Utensils,
75c
Striped
Tapestry,
special
lot,
.25
home the Indications arc by no means Lincoln County Fair last week was
1 432 Main Street,
Rockland
66 Park Street
Mr. and Mre. W. O. Fuller..... 10.00 ,;
Enamel Ware,
that encouraging, for the heavens are limited to a single dav. C. Earle
101-118
New Couch Covers,
1.98 up
Central Maine Power Co......... 50.00
closed, thc wind southeast and rain Ludwick acted as starter of Wednes
Drapery Damask, 50 inch; yard,
New Cottage Sets and Curtains, -89 up
E. L. Toner .................................. 5.00
continuing to fall, as it did through day's races, handling the show in
HE
SINGS
TONIGHT
There
will
be
an
all
day
session
of
th-?
same
successful
manner
that
he
the night fcnd has been doing pretty
Miss Ellen Daly ___________ 10.00
ARRIVED TODAY—SHIPMENT OF DECORATED JAPANESE TEAPOTS, 25c AND 35c.
------1 the Woman's Missionary Society of
consistently for a long time. Tem did the North Knox races at Union.
Caroline Jameson ........................ 10.00
A
misplaced
headline
in
the
Satur-1
the
Lincoln
Baptist
Association,
to

perature is averaging in the 58a
day issue of this paper gave a quite' morrow at the First Baptist Church, A Friend .................................... 2 00
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Quite a spell of weather, as our an
unintended humorous publicity to the
------F. W. Fuller ............................... 5.00
NRA DAY IN KNOX COUNTY
cestors used to say to one another
singer who this Tuesday evening Is
e. B. Richardson has returned to Mr and Mrs. E. F. Glover___ 10.00
back in those times when they used
to appear at the First. Baptist Church j A jamcJOn Co s store after a
Itooevik Club _____ _______
6.00
Definite plans are under way
to have Just as much of it as we do
— Curtis M. Saulsbury, a Negro week's vacation spent at. home and Senter Crane Co......................... 25.00
for
a
mammoth
NRA
parade
to
Mr. and Mre. M. E. Wotton .... 10.00
today.
singer
whose
rendition
of
spirituals
motoring to nearby places. Lorenzo |Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buflum — 25.00
be held in Roekland in the im
and sacred *ongs have won him wide Dodge is having this week off.
Mrs. Lottie Hall _____________ 2.00 Prevlou-sly reported -------- $1,000.01
mediate future. All Knox Coun
Dr. Joseph E. Odiorne of Cooper's |
J
distinction.
From
his
Introductions
ty will participate with a half
------I Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton_____ 10.00 Mrs Jamcs Dononue .............. 5 00
Mills has been reappointed medical
the
hearers
are
bound
to
enjoy
an
holiday declared. Gov. Brann.
Potato shipping operations wUl, Elzabeth o. Mcsscr ________ 25.00 A Friend ....______ ...................... 5.00
examiner for Lincoln County.
unusual musical treat. The hour is begin
Leon O. Tibbetts and other NRA
at Bucksport this week. To
1 7.15, ln the church auditorium, and morrow morning Capt. John O. Snow Mrs LUU®0 B Mortland .......... 10.0C Adriel U. Bird ...................... 25.00
officials
will
review
the
parade.
In spite of the adverse weather
D< tails of the organization of the i the public invited without any ad- Is engaged to pilot t.he steamship Dr. II. W. Prohock ------------5.00
which cut the attendance on the J
parade committee, plans for ! mission fee, the conclusion of the Domino to that Dort. where a cargo q h Duff
10 00 Total to date ...................... $1,035.01
"big day" and lessened It. on the last |
program
being
followed
by
a
freewill
of spud. WUl be taken on.
|
’_________ 10 (X)
floats, etc., will appear ln the
day. North Knox Fair did not end ,
offering for the singer.
&
Thunday issue of this newspa
Knox County has been divided j
“In the red" this fall. On the con- |
Rev. E. O. Kenyo n.................... 5.00 into t.wo districts with the Camden ]
per.
L.
E.
McRae
has
leased
his
Broad

trary the officials will report a good j
There will be a special matinee for
Compliance Board in charge of the I
balance—considerin'.
r
children Thursday afternoon at the way residence, and will occupy his George B. Wendell, East Mil
ton, Mass. ............................... 5.00 northern section to Olencove. George i
Strand Theatre showing Zane Grey's cottage at Crescent Beach through
The managers of the semi-profes- "To the Last Man."
t.he winter. The buildings have been A Friend .......................................... 1.00 H. Thomas. Ora Brown. J. H. Mont-!
Educational Club members arc regoir.ery, Ernest Price and John
put in first-class condition, and im
X
quested to carry to the Oct. 17 pi£- i sional football games announce that
Smith are members. The Rockland
nic a poem or ----Bible verse which next Sunday will be "ladies' day at The W.C.TU. meets Friday at 2.30 provements are being constantly Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard__ _ 5.00 Board has charge of the rest of the ]
Miss Annie Frye__ _________ 5.00
ls inspirational toward promoting' Community Park. The games will be at the Central Maine rooms. The added.
county including the islands. En
gr?ater pep and earnestness in all between the Rockland Shells and the leader is Miss Mabel Seavey. and the
Lottie C. Rhodes____________ 10.00 sign Otis, W. H. Spear. M E. Wot
Huskies. Semi-pro foot.
..
workers. Mrs. Leila Benner ahd Westbrook
Sergeant
Carl
Black,
who
has
been
Mrs. Charles G. Wells, North
ball for Rockland owes Its existence 1 sub’ect "^1‘gious Education,
ton, R. E. Estes. W. J. Sullivan. A I
attached to the U. S. Signal Corps for
Miss Lenore Benner, 125 Camden I
W. Gregory and A. 8. Peterson. The |
Haven
......
...........
—
------60.00
to
the
energetic
efforts
of
Rhama
E
street will be hosteaes. Box luneh- '
Yesierday's Boston papers tell that j se''^al J'eafs’ has, recciv*'d an honCamden consumers' drive swung
Philbrick.
eon with coffee at. 5.45.
Mayor Curley and daughter were ®rable discharge from that service, Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
into action today with that dynamic
------C
•------passengers on Adriel U. Bird's plane ?Le bas bc€n spending several days In Co. __ „_________-_______ 50.00 hustler George Dyer as chairman.
"Lingon berries from Maine effer
The Camden Business Men's Asso- on a flight from Washington to Bos- ^asbln«t0"' and shortJy wU1 vUit hLs A Friend __________________ 2.00
~
Roekland home.
a fruit novelty." says the market ciation, at which many Rockland ton
i II
Mr. ar.d Mre. J. Lester Sherman 10.00
ASH POINT
report of the New York Herald 1 citizens have been hospitably enter Tribune, which leads a feminine | tained in past years, is getting ready
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets j Funeral services for the late Henry' Miss Marcia Farwell .................. 10.00
reader of The Courier-Gazette ta j for its annual pool tournament.
Thursday afternoon for the purpose E Moore of Boston, formerly of this Miss Edith Bicknell ................. 2.00
Mr and Mrs. Augustine Newhall
wonder what in the world a llngOTl ‘ captains have not been selected, but of forming a sewing circle. Supper city were held Saturday afternoon at i ___
and little son Edward and Miss The
berry is. Perhaps some reader can no matter who they are there is will be at 6 and business session in the Burpee parlors with many old proline O. Carpenter ........... . 5.00 resa Hanlon. Mrs. Edward Nason and
friends and neighbors in attendance Frances Forehhelmer ............... 5 00 Mrs. Ella Hare made a delightful
enlighten us. and at. the same time bound to be plenty of rivalry. The |J the evening.
remove one of our own perplexities.. ! club has a membership of 150 and
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of the Winifred S. Leighton .............. 25.00 auto trip Sunday.
25 00
r, ,, j . ■ I
, „
»»
I one of thc old?st organizations of Golden Rod Chapter serves sup- First. Baptist Church officiated and E K i^ghton
Reports are that wedding bells arc
the
bearers were Hector M. Staples
K
Rockland friends of Rev? H H. its kind in Eastern Maine.
tomorrow night for the annual
Theodore
E.
Perrv.
Albert
P.
RichA
Friend
...........................
......
l uo about to ring again hereabout.,.
“arr„f°™er,PtShtor °f ^att MC’T
------inspection of Claremont CommandJohn Whalen has moved his house
rial Methodist Church will regret W | when
Moran ad- e^Mrs. Helen Chapman, worthy ardson and John M. Richardson. In- Miss Lena Miller ...................... 3 00
*ar" ‘hat Me
1
*'
dreswd the hi
*h school asjcmbl
IIterment' was in Ach<>rn cemetery.
. 1 dressed
high
assemblyy thU
this matron,
matron. is
Is chairman.
Mr. an<j Mrs. E. L. Brown ........ 10 00 onto the old cellar. Benjamni Paul
To Choose From
of Rcckport superintended the work
Deaconess Hospital ...ln. Boston w 'V1 morning he started a busy week
------------F. M. Kittredge ...»...................... 2.00 which was a good Job.
Bigelow,
Sail fords, Alexan
neart trouble He will be confined tq Tonight he addresses the Men's Club
supt- F. L. 8. Morse will be thc
H P- Blodgett received word Sat- Dr an(j Mrs N. A. Fogg.......... 10.00
Friends of Mre. Florence Mchts bed four months, according to ad- ln the Thomaston Congregationalspeaker at the Lions meeting tomor-1 urday that his cottage in Jefferson
der
Smiths
vices i eceived today from Mrs. Maw. i church Tomorrow noon he ad- row Supt. Morse is a member o! had been entered. Inves'.'gation dis- Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns----- - 5 00 Conchle are pleased to know she is
5.00
able
to
be
out
again.
by Mrs Minnie Miles.
—^dresses the Gardiner Rotary Club the club and was heard with much j closed that it was only one of 15 cot- Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating ....
The Best in Axminsters, carpet size
Many from this place attended
tages in the group to suffer, with the Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark .............. 4.00
I and tomorrow night the Waldoboro interest on a former occasion.
Union
Fair.
Union Fair grounds will sec an Lions Club Thursday afternoon he
thief or thieves taking little of value Clinton H. Crane _________ 25.00
AT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morris have
automobile race meet Saturday with ' goes to Franklin County to address • Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks. Mrs. except, clothing, canned goods and Mrs. Mary H. Wardwell .......... 10.00
returned to Boston after spending the ,
matched flve and ten mile races open Pomona Grange at Berrys Mills and 1 Ida Simmons and Mre. Ella Lurvey hardware. Investigating officers arc
to all racers. The races start at 2' Friday he will speak at Somerset attended the annual meeting of the of the opinion that all th'? break McDougall-Ladd Co................... 15.00 summer here.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. John
o'clock and among the contestants| Academy in Athens.
i Augusta district conference at the were the work of one man, possibly F. D. Alden ............................... 5 00
will be Pearl Gilley. Bryant Mace.
------' Fairfield Methodist Church on Fri- an escaped convict seeking articles No Name ............. .................... 25 00 Nacon extend their best wishes to thc
newlyweds.
to aid his getaway.
Herbert Brown. Kingston Paul and
To obtain a new postofflee building dayLawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
Charles Morton. In case of storm two highly important preliminary
Positively the largest assortment of quality rugs in
------Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
BOKN
the event will be held the first fair , steps must be taken. The first, is j There will be all-day relief sewThese effleers were elrcted last
BROWN
—
At
South
Hope.
Sept
26.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
W
Sheldon
....
10.00
Saturday.
the city and the lowest price for the high quality
to secure the approval of the Post- ing at the Congregational vestry to- night, at the meeting of the Ameri
Mr and Mrs. Ralph W Brown. a son.
Forest Winston
offlee Deoartment and the second is morrow, with noonday luncheon can Legion Auxiliary: President.. Mrs Mrs. Ella P. Grimes................... 10 00
Henry Clukey of Rockland again to get the endorsement of toe Public The first meeting of the season of Blanche Morton; first vice president. Mrs. E. D Spear ...................... 10.00
grabbed the spotlight at Acton Fair Works Administration. Congressman the Woman's Association takes Mrs. Clara Kelsey; second vice presi- Dr "p B Adams ........................ 5.00
MARRIED
Saturday bv winning all three races Moran was yesterday informed that place at 4.
AUTIO-MATTSON—At St. Oeorgr. O<
dent. Mrs. Marion Waldron: past
7.
by
Rrv
Helno
ot Thomaston. M
on the afternoon card, thus dupli he had passed the first barrier as far
president, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton; Andrew J. Peters ....................... 10.00
------Mattson of 8t Oeorge at
cating his feat of Wednesday. as the proposed Farmington post-1 Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday secretary. Mrs. Bernice Jackson; A Friend ....................................
LOO Tine
H Jal mar J Autlo ot Friendship.
Clukey drove Wampum, toe Outlook office ls concerned, and he has now | evening with Mrs. Matle Spaulding treasurer. Miss Dorothy Snow; chap- Dr C. D. North ............................ 5.00 OXTON-MILLER At Camden. Oct 7. by i
and Billy Strathmore, the latter ln thc f ubmit.tcd the matter to the Public j in charge of 6 o'clock supper. This lain. Mrs Susie Lamb; rergeant-at- The Britt Home ........................ 15 00
Rev Winfield S. Wttham. Arthur Oxton and Miss Irene Miller, both ot
free-for-all, to straight heat wins. Work's7 Administration. The plans Wjii be Past Esther Night, and all arms, Mrs. Anne Alden; historian
Camden.
Gwendolyn F. Rochester .......... 25.00
maklng.it one of the outstanding peri call for a structure to cost $76,500.
Past Esthers wtll be special guests. Mrs. Vivian Hewettformances of the Maine light har
Cora F. Talbot............................ 25.00
DIED
------,L. A. Chatto, past patron, will preness season.
At Thomaaton. Oct. 5,
An Associated Prer.s despatch, tells Thimbft Club ............................. 5.00 COLLAMORE
Ra'ph Rawley went back into the sent an address on Esther, and a
Frank I. Collamore, aged 64 years. 9
of the death in New Haven yester E. E. Simmons........................... 2.00
months, 11 days. Interment at St
Among those who sorrowed over lead in the Century of Progress Con musical program ts being arranged day of Harry N. Walker, formerly of John Oribbcl ............. . .............. 20 00
James cemetery.
Orace
Chapter
of
Thomaston
and
test
after
Monday's
count
with
a
total
thc death of former Governor Wal
t.he Rockland Star, and at the time G. Carl Cassens............................ 2.00 REED- At Waldoboro, Oct. 3, Clarence
lace R. Farrington in Honolulu was of 15,089 votes. Norma Seavey went Orient of Union are invited.
of his death presldenUof the Walker- Mary E. Haines ............................ 5.00 Reed, aged 68 years.
------Daniel Munro, who was Intimately into second place with 15.063. and |
MARSTON—At Stoneham. Mass . Sept
Ratcliff'’ Printing Co. in New Haven
29. Charles I. Marston, formerly of
acquainted with him while Mr. Far Miss Breen had 14.473. Tom Pietrosky ; An important meeting of the Chil He visited Rockland within a fort A Friend .................................... 25.00
is
in
fourth
place
with
14.181.
Sidney
tauqua
guarantors
is
called
for
toRockland, aged 74 years. |Correction! |
rington was editor of the Rockland
night. and to intimate friends then John W. Burns ........................ 15.00 BRACKETT At Warren, Oct. 9. Austin
Hardcn
had
9222.
Dor.na
deRochemorrow
evening
at
7
o'clock
at
the
Star. When the latter went to
raid that. he was suffering from hear' Aldana F. Bicknell ..................... 6.00 L. Brackett, aged 77 years 6 months.
mont
has
7896
and
Miss
Caven
8657
High
School,
to
be
held
prior
to
the
Honolulu, later to become first citi
25 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
trouble. Mr. Walker was 67. and Ls
o'clock at residence of his daughter i
zen of the Hawaiian Islands, he The six leaders are fighting hard for monthly meeting of the Parent- survived bv his wife, Addie (Galei Dudley Wolfe ............................ 50.00
Mrs. Fred Miller. Interment In Sawyer
urged Mr. Munro to also go there the trip and there will be a grand rush Teacher Association. Every guaran Walker, formerly of Rockland. The Herbert W. Keep ...................... 5 00
cemetery.
tor votes this last week. A count will tor must be present, and report on
and locate.
Mrs. E. W. Berry ......................... 2.00 FISH -At Camden. Oct. 7. Charles B '
be made each day. Perry's Market Ls i tickets sold. An outline of the pro 1 burial will be in Portland.
Fish, aged 84 years. 2 months. 27 days
If the entrv list for the nine races awarding extra prizes to the winners granls wju be presented and other
Funeral Monday afternoon from Oood’s
and
full
details
may
be
had
in
an
adimportant
details
set
forth.
funeral
home. Burial at West Rock
means anything, race fans planning vertisement in this issue.
i-:iiiHKnMinraoA
port.
_____
to attend Topsham Fair this week
WALKER At New Haven. Conn.. Oct 8.1
------; The first meeting of the season of
are in for plenty of entertainment..
Harry N. Walker, formerly of Rockland.;
A meeting of the Maine Oste- J the Parent-Teacher Association takes
We are proud to present a line of Studio Couches that
Bach day will see three races, each
aged 67 years. Interment will be In I
Portland.
carrying a purse of $200. The races cpathlc Association was held at the place tomorrow evening, when Mrs.
OLNEY—At Thomaston. Oct. 6. Mrs
is the newest of the new—a proud addition to any
wind up with a free-for-all handi Thorndike Saturday with an attend- Charlotte Jackson and Miss Lucille
Elizabeth Olney, aged 71 years, fi
cap. A total of 77 horses have been ance of 45, representing everv part of Coding will give brief talks on their
months. 7 days. Interment at South
room—single or double styles in graceful designs,
entered but it is doubtful if all stsfebC- the Stats. It was a meeting marked ; summer vacations which were of
Warren.
We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
SAWTELLE -At Rockland. Oct 8. Louise i
The 2.24 trot, and pace, which opens by enthusiasm, one of the outstand- ' unusual interest. Plans will be made
super-comfortable and truly beautiful in the new
M . widow of Francis C. Sawtelle. aged
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
the racing this afternoon has 15 en ing features being the formation of a f°r attending the annual State Con81 years. 6 months. 28 days. Funeral
trants, while the 2.20 trot and pace committee to plan a hospital. Dr. Bress in Brunswick Thursday, and
be governed by the limits of his income. We can
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from residence
Denims and Silk Damasks—and at
Mrs. Ella Bird. 33 Spring strect.
Wednesday has 14 entrants.
Cral F. Martin of Boston spoke on details discussed for the Chautauqua
save
you
money
on
your
dental
bills.
HUTCHINS
—
At
Camden.
Oct.
9.
Isa

Festival
Oct.
17-19.
The
Association
"Osteopathic Hospitalization," and
belle. wife of Dr. James O Hutchins.
In “Twelfth Night" Shakespeaire 10-minute talks were given by Dr. is planning a season of activity and
—
—
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
asserts that the rain it raineth every John Carr of Bucksport, Dr. Myron pronounced interest, and no member
residence. 59 Elm street.
Gas-Oxygen
Your Choice
Examination
day—but happily that prevailing fea Ladd of Portland. Dr. Arthur Jewell jean afford to miss even a meeting.
and Novo-Cain
Hccolitc,
Vydon,
and
C ARD OF THANKS
ture of bur present autumn subsided of Bangor, Drs. James Kent and E. '
------for Painless
or Reiovin Plates
We wish to extend to our neighbors
Estimate
sufficiently to permit good attendance L. Scarlott, of Rockland, Dr. A. A ' Opportunity Class met Friday night
Filling
and friends our heartfelt thanks tor
upon thc performance of “The Mer Bergeron of Old Town, Dr. C. B. 'with Mrs Pauline Saunders and
Gladly Given
their kindness during our recent bereave
$30
A Specialty
ment; also for thc beautiful floral
chant of Venice" last evening, with Doran of Bangor, Dr. Roy Teed of (elected these officers: President, Miss
tributes.
the high school auditorium well filled Damariscotta, Dr. Leslie Spaulding j Alice McIntosh; 1st vice president,
Mr. and Mrs. G R. Poole, Mr. ajid Mrs
313-319 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
by an interested and pleased audi of Kennebunk, Dr. Scott Colpitis of | Mrs. Ada Prescott; 2nd vice president,
L. E Murch. Mr. and Mrs John Hlldlngs
Painless
CalaLs.
aud
Dr.
H.
J.
Pettapiece
of
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Williamson;
secretary,
TEETH
ence that gave generous applause to
Fillings
up
Extractions
the Utica Players. Thc financial re Camden. The session closed with a (Mrs. Elvie Wooster; treasurer, Mrs.
A Good Set of
RESOLUTION!
Cleaning
Novo-Cain
turn leaves a fair proportion with thc banquet, in which the hotel manage- Lillian Joyce; missionary treasurer.
upper or lower
Whereas, lt has pleaaed our Heavenly
Mrs. Catherine Collins; welfare
Father to call to the Temple above our
high school which will be applied to ment gave satisfaction as usual.
Bridge work
beloved Sister Clara Dyer, after a happy
Gas-Oxygen J2
$15.00
chairman, Mrs. Louise Ingraham
increasing the auditorium equipment.
useful life as wife, mother, friend and,
The visiting players appear tonight
Chautauqua Oct. 17. 18, 19 at High Mrs. Mabel Pinkerton and Mrs. Paul
i Pythian Sister ln the full sense of the
■ word, we bow ln humble submission to
at Gorham Normal.
School Auditorium, City. All star ine Saunders were appointed as the
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
Amazing Invention Makes “Safest Tire Ever
Hts will, grateful indeed for His great
program. Buy a season ticekt. Bene entertainment committee for Novemgoodness In giving us this sister whose
jber,
and
Mrs.
Mildred
Havener
and
Built” 3 Times Safer At High Speeds!
A framed picture makes a worth fit P.T.A. Milk Fund.
life was a blessing to all and whose good
121-123
works wtll be sadly missed, not only ln
___________ _
jMrs. Addie Small the program comThe work of Goodrich rnginerrx roKultod in a rrmarkabh-invention.
while gift. Large stock to select
| the Order which she loved, but ln thc
All-day rummage sale Saturday in | mittee. There were 30 member? and
GoMm Ply—which by actual test, makes you “three times safer”
from at Gregory’s Picture and Fram
community ln which she lived.
from blowouts at high speeds. For the Golden Ply Resists Ileal, lt
Therefore. Olorla Temple of North
asonic Temple block, auspices of j one guest present. The program in
ing Shop, 406 Main St.. Over Crie
Haven. Maine, extends deep sympathy to
attacks blowouts before they get a start. For you, it can banish fear
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
Oman's Auxiliary of St. Peter’s charge of Mrs. Nina Marshall and
Hardware Co., tel. 254.—adv.
all within the ties of kinship of our late
of blowouts—yet Goodrich Stlvertowns with the life saver Golden
Chruch Doors open at 10 o'clock.— Mrs. Maud Grant included chorus
sister, and ln loving memory of her
OVER PALMER'S JEWELRY STORE
Ply cost no more than ordinary standard tires—not one pennv more;
singing
readings
by
Mrs.
Clara
Greg

order
that copies of these resolutions be
adv.
Can arrange all expense trips from
sent to her loved ones, to the local
ory.
Mrs.
Lorna
Pendleton
and
Mrs
HOURS:
8
A.
M.
to
6
P.
M.
Saturday,
8
A.
M.
to
8
P.
M.
$50 up to Century of Progress Expo
paper for publication, a copy spread
Special offer American Magazine, Elvie Wooster, a vocal solo by Mrs.
upon our records, and that the charter
Evenings By Appointment
sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice one year $2.50; 2 years $3.50; good till Mildred Havaner. and a piano solo by
be draped for a period of thirty days.
ROCKLAND, ME.
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE.
Ida M. Dyer. Eva Hopkins. Emma
.
82-lt
F. Lovejoy, office telephone 1060-J; Nov. 10. Sherwood E. Frost, tel. Mrs. Margaret Keese. Games and
VULCANIZING
TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRES
Greenlaw. Committee on Resolutions.
residence telephone 90-M.
114tf 1181-Y.
Gloria Temple, No. 91.
118*110 refreshments concluded the evening.

ALE OF IMPORTED RUGS

you’ll
always be glad
you bought a
GOO II
RUG

OVER
300
SELECTED
RUGS

NO ADVANCE IN PRICE

NEWEST OF THE NEW!!

Dental Service

MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICES

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

BLOW-OUT PROTECTION FREE

Dr. Dana S. Newman

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE

Every-Otber-Day
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Blue Eagle For Fair Prices

Shop With
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT
LIME CORP.

EASTERN GRAIN CO.

Distributors for the Poeahontus fuel Co.
Original Poeahontus Coal
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

Every Drug Store Need

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COCHRAN,
BAKER & CROSS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Insurance
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CLARENCE F. JOY

V. A. LEACH
Ladies' Specialty Shop

Insurance

ROCKLAND. MAINE

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

“BUY IN OCTOBER”

273 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

The active support of every consumer is needed now in support of
the NRA to keep the wheels turning and create more jobs.
Prices will be higher soon.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
Insurance
ROCKLAND. MAINE

BUY NOW!

C. E. MORSE
Jeweler—Opp. Strand Thtatre

G. W. PALMER & SON
Jeweler

Whole.a'e Fish Dealer

Clean* ing and Pressing

TILLSON'S WHARF, ROCKLAND

457 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, TEL. 494-R

**. ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

LEON J. WHITE

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.

ARTHUR L. ORNE, Inc.
Insurance

9 Park Street

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RO< KLAND, MAINE

BURPEE & LAMB
365 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
*
Mo t Complete Lint of Drugs and Supplies in Rockland
MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK. ROCKLAND

Fruit and Confectionery

OPP. STRAND THEATRE. ROCKLAND

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Contractors and Builders

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND LOAN
& BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HAVENER’S
BOTTLING WORKS

E. B. CROCKETT
5c AND 10c TO $1.00 STORE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CUTLER’S

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

S. RUBENSTEIN
Clothes For Men

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
H. H. CRIE & CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hardware
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. W. HOPKINS

WILLIS I. AYER

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. C. MORAN & CO.

369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MRS. C. H. MERRIFIELD

Fruit, Confectionery, Ice Cream

Imuranec

63 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

HEWER’S
BOTTLING WORKS

CHISHOLM BROS.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Woman's Specialty Store

Choice Sodas
ROCKLAND, MAINE

"Garments Altered and Repaired—Over Newberry's
Clothiers

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

402 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

CARINI’S

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

"storage, Washing, Specialilel Lubrication

Jeweler—Watches, Diamonds

PARAMOUNT
Restaurant & Luncheonette

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Complete Garage Service
♦
PARK ST., ROCKLAND

"Nation Wide"
ROCKLAND, MAINE

432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

I. LESLIE CROSS

FEYLER’S

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

JOHN BIRD CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA ’

Home Furnishers

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

RA

< JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

C. H. Merrifield, Mgr.

Oil Burners, Refrigeration, Fuel Oil

Sjg

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

JOHNSON & HALLOWELL
Automobile Re|lairing
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROYAL SHOE STORE
High Grade Footwrar
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.

Buick, Ponliae—Body and Fender Work

Men's Clothier

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

"AT THE BROOK," ROCKLAND

Distributors of “Utica Club”

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

—,1
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

L. E. BLACK1NGT0N

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PHILIP SULIDES

MILLER’S GARAGE

J. A. JAMESON CO.

NAUM & ADAMS

Hat Cleaning—Shoe Shining

Used Cars

Groceries and Provisions

Fruit, Confectionery, Tobaccos

Clothing and Shoes

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

e
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Backache* Jv
v
i
bother you ? i

ROCKPORT

WARREN

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

Chcrtcr Pascal is on a trip to Bos
Warren and Goodwill Oranges of
ton and New York.
South Warren worked the third' and
The T Charlton Henrys who have fourth degrees jointly last Thursday
been at their cottage on Beauchamp evening upon three candidates, at
nagging backache with
Point for the season leave today for South Warren, one of them Miss
Doris Bowley, becoming a member of
Philadelphia.
,
bladder irregularities and a
Warren Grange. Harvest supper fol- J
tired,nervous,depressed feeling
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson lowed the ceremonies.
who
have
been
in
Boston
the
past
_ may warn of some disordered
Weekly assemblies are an interest
kidney or bladder (unction 7 J week on a business trip are expected ing featuie every Friday morning at
heme today.
the high school, students of different
Don't delay. Try Doan's Pills,
j Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Walker and classes furnishing a 20-mlnute pro\ Successful 50 years. Used the /
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gardner re giam. Last Friday morning a senior
world over. At all druggists.
turned Saturday from a three-day program was given, with these num
motor trip to the White Mountains, i bers: Vocal solo by Miss Christine
They found the roads in excellent Starrett; violin solo. Miss Beatrice
condition the entire distance and the Haskell; vocal duet, Miss Edith
. i njcyment ol the trip was giea'.ly Fiench and Miss Elsie Partridge;
I enhanced by the gorgeous coloring I reading. Mis- Florence Wiley; read-)
ing. Ahtie Hirvela. Miss Pauline [
jof the foliage along the way.
Starrett and Miss Janet Wade were (
A DIURETIC FOR THE KIDNEYS .
Mrs. Marion Richards. Mrs Rena accompanists.
Carroll and Mis. Nina Carroll moAt a spelling match held Friday
, tcred to Orono Thursday to meet morning at the intermediate school,
Mrs. Wallace Tolman who retuined Madeleine Haskell stood the longest
] with them lor a visit at the Carroll in the fifth grade. The last to stand j
V
i home.
in the fourth grade were Raymond
The Nlisumsosum Club and their Jenkins, Ruth Robinson and Char
lotte Moor?, all three of whom did no*,
I I husbands were entertained at bridge miss a word which had been contained
Monday evening at the home of Mr.
in their ;p?lling work the past two
and Mrs. Douglass Bisbee, Sr.
wt ?ks.
Dr. Ralph Wooster of Bangor, son
Principal Horace Maxey and Supt.
of Mr. and Mrs. B P Wooster of Prank D. Rowe attended the School
I this town is on a trip to Ohio where men's League dinner at the Searsport
he will take a short special eburse in Inn Monday of last week.
connection with certain branches ol
Mr and Mrs. Herbert P. Olsen, Mrs.
his osteopathic work.
Johonn? Olsen of Portland, and Mrs.
THINK OF ITJ Only $230
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles Lawrence 3 Weaver of Pleasantville
a day single .... and $4.00
leave today for Mt. Vernon, N. Y., ' were at Bar Harbor and Cadillac
■
■■■'
double for this smart centrally where they will spend the winter with Mountain Monday, the party being
overnight
guests
of
Mrs.
Weaver.
their daughter, Miss Marietta Shibles
located hotel
George Teague left Thursday morn
Misses Feme and Cora Whitney ing
(Rilhil
for Windsor, Vt., where he will
were weekend guests of Misses Mary visit hls brother Edward O. Teague
“GREAT TEAM WORK and healthy nerves carried
and Ellen Whitcomb at Belfast.
us to the top,” saya Bill Terry, brilliant Giants’
for a time before going to Somerville,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane. Jr. and Mass., to be -the guest of his sister
manager. “A check-up of the team shows that
but what rooms they an I Mrs.
Ella Overlock left Monday and niece Mrs Delia Hayes and Miss
21 out of 23 of the World Champion Giants
morning for North Bennington, Vt..' Marie Hayes.
smoke Camels.”
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with where they will visit Mr. and Mrs
Sherwood Sidelinger, third class
Maynard Overlock for a few days.
rad.o man on the U£S. Louisville, at
private bath, shower, radio, ci rcuMiss Eleanor Orifflth of Rockland Bemerton, Calif., is spending a 30-day
lating ice water and many other
is guest this week at the home of leave of absence wi»h his parents
features you'll be happy about Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger.
Miss Mildred Spear ‘has employ
Walter Webbling arrived yesterday ment in the home of Mrs. Frederick
and is busy renewing old friendships Metz in Patchogue, Long Island, N. Y.
(Left)
alter an afc.'.rje of ever a decade,
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock
“I LONG AGO learned
ipei.t largely in Masachusetts in the Thursday by the Congregational
employ of the Spaulding Sporting lad.es' circle, the committee, Mrs. Ilda
that Camels are the
Goods Co. Hi will be remembered as Russell, Mrs. Flora Peabody, Miss
cigarette for me,”
active in* high school and local af Fdna P. Bo^gs. Mrs. Ella Cunning
says" Blondy” Ryan.
fairs. It is hls intention to remain ham. Mrs Olive Holt, Mrs. Phoebe
**I like Camels bet51*1 STREET here teveral weeks, possibly until Ha: man, Mis. Evelyn Vining. At 7
ter, and they don't
spring.
o'clock the quarterly parish meeting
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
get on my nerves.”
An interesting program has been will be held in the church.
(OY MOUITON
planned lor the meeting of the Twen
Rev. Mr. Holt announces that mid
Executive Vice-Prei. and Managing Dw
tieth Century Club Friday afternoon week rrviccs will start at hls church
WRITI FO> DfSCRIFTIve BOOKltV at the home of Mrs. Edith Buzzell at Wednesday evening, and a study ol
Simonton. Papers will be given as the Cld Testament begun, with an
outline of the prophetic era. Sunday
| fellow :: 'Camp; for MSea Men
' California Stale Labor Camp." Mrs morning at 10.30 at the Congrega
(Left,
Effie Veazie; “Clara BartonMrs. tional Church -the subject will be
TfAROLD SCHUMACHER
"The
Limi
’
.
a
Ions
of
Greatness."
The
, Maud Walker. For the period devetr
SAYS: “1 prefer Camels.
jtd to Current Events members will topic for the evening "NRA."
1 am a steady smoker of
Selectman Ansel M. Hilt reports
relate sone of their vacation experi
Camels and -they never
ences. This is the first meeting fol that Warren will receive $2834 of the
give me ju mpy nerves or
lowing the summer recess and a full third clas3 road money recently re
attendance is desired. The work of j leased by the State, and that this will
• ‘dgaretty’ aftertaste.”
the Club this year will be handled by b • expended on Libby Hill, work to
commence
very
soon.
these officers and committees; PresiMrs Willard Boggs returned Sun
' dent, Mrs. Maud Walker; vice presi day to Marlboro. Mass., after being
dent, Mrs. Mildred Putnam; secre-' guest for a week of her sister Mrs.
tary and treasurer, Mrs. Minetta Flora McKellar and her sister-in-law
Paul; ewtutive -committee. Mrs. Miss Edna F Boggs.
Elizabeth Spear, Mrs. Nellie Morton,
Jeruzl M Hart motored Monday to
Mrs. Edith Buzzell: entertainment Bar Harbor with Mrs Luther Clark
committee. Mias Marion Weidman. of Thomaston.
| Mrs. Nellie Magune, Mrs. Christine
The young people of the Baptist
I Currier.
Church enjoyed a social Friday eve
WELL, THE RETURNS ARE It takes healthy nerves to go on
• • • •
ning at the vestry.
IN. Congratulations to the new winning day after day through
Mrs.
John
Robinson
and
Mrs.
Leola
George Fells
Wiggln are spending a few days in
World Champions—the Giants! crucial series after series...de
Funeral services were held Sunday Boi'.on. On their return the latter
Rated by the experts as a hope livering time after time in the
afternoon at the home of Mrs Ada part of this week they will be accom- j
pinches.
less contender this amazing team,
Libby. Amesbury Hill, for Oeorge panied by Mrs. Robinson's mother. |
Martha Burgess, who has the •
It means something when you
playing
under
inspired
leadership,
Eells. 81. who died Thursday night Mrs.
past month and a half been visiting I
after an illness of several months.
fought successfully through one discover that 21 out of the 23
her son and family, Mr. and Mrs. j
Mr. Eells was son of the late Joseph Lewis Burgess, at North Weymouth.
of the hardest National League Giants smoke Camel cigarettes.
S. and Olive (Gardiner) Eells, and Mass.
These men, to whom healthy
races in years...and, again the
, born In Rockport. May 12, 1852. He
Among those from the Warren I
was one of two children. His brother Oranges who attended Knox Pomona ’
under dog, went on to win the nerves are all-important, have
Wto?". o( wo"
Charles died a number of years ago. Saturday at Ocean View Orange at
found that Camel’s costlier tobac
World Series.
As a young man Mr. Eells worked Martinsville, were Mr. and Mrs. E 8
with hls father, who was a ship de Carroll. Mrs. Harry Deane, Miss
It takes healthy nerves to play cos not only taste better, but also
signer. After the death of his par- Bertha Storer, Maurice Wellman, Mr
“better baseball than you know they never interfere with train
: ents he lived alone at the family and- Mrs. Samuel Norwood. Mrs.
ing... never jangle the nerves.
how.”
home until about three months ago Sarah Starrett, Mr. and Mrs. Judson
ROO^°rC. I oo
'when because of failing health he Benner. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz
! went, to the Libby home, where he and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Atkins of
umained until the end came.
o
u»
fa*
The high esteem in which deceased Camden were callers Sunday of Mrs.
was held was manifested in the beau Annie Atkins Spear and Mrs. John
Smith Fogg.
tiful floral tributes which surround
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood
ed the casket. The nearest surviv and
Mrs Ella Lewis visited Fred
ing relative is a nephew Dr. Joseph Ludwig and family in Washington
Eells of Yarmouth. Rev. G F. Cur- , Sunday.
rier of the Baptist Church officiated
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland
at the services and the bearers were ; motored Thursday to Lyndon Centre.
Charles Gardner. Oeorge Wentworth. Vt., where they were guests of Miss were Frances Macintosh. Oladys
SPRUCE HEAD
UNION
H. Heistad and Alton Stinson. Inter Clara Eastman and her mother Mrs. Coombs, Evelyn Patrick and Eleanor
___
ment was in the family lot in Ames Nancy Eastman over the weekend. Conway.
Mrs. H. H. Griffin of Brighton,
Mrs. Emogenc Jordan and ’ Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rofcey who have been
bury ' Hill cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Copeland also visited
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ray Mass., came here to attend the Rodney Jordan of Hal'owell were at
Montpelier and Burlington, Vt.
mond, returned Monday to Lowell, funeral of her sister the late Mrs. E. C. Harding's Sunday
Sidney Thompson.
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Clarence Williams has moved with
Mass.
MT. and Mrs. E. V. Shea enter-j hls lamlly into the house lately va
VINALHAVEN
Thc Young People's Convention of
If you are a subscriber to
tained
relatives
from
Glenmere
Sun

The Courier-Gazette and are
Who says we cannot raise peaches the Latter Day Saints' Church will be day of last week at a picnic on Spruce cated by Mrs. I«ela Creighton.
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Thurston left
leaving home for any time, long
in Vinalhaven!
Capt. Llewellyn held here, three day sessions, Oct. Head Island. Their guests were Mrs
or snort, let us mail the paper to
Thomas has two five-year-old trees 13-15, with fine programs each day. Ethel Day, E. Wtnchenbaugh and Mr Monday for their winter home in
California.
you during your absence. The
that sowed themselves and this fall Bishop E. L. Traver, Patriarch J. A. and Mrs. A. H. Hooper.
Mr and Mrs. H. H 3tickney and
regular copy of the paper will
are bearing fruit—three dozen or Ounsolley, Sister Ounsolley, Elder E.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey entertained children have returned io their home
F. Robertson, Elder Newman M. Wil
go to the home as usual. Just
more large sized peaches.
the Bridge Club Thursday evening tn Belmont. Miss Laura Wallace actelephone the address to the
At the mid-week meeting at Union son and others will be speakers.
The Mothers' Club met Thursday with picnic supper and cards in the
office, or mail a card. The paper
Church vestry Wednesday evening, T.
evening.
will follow wherever you go, and
L. Roberts gave a talk on incidents evening with Mrs. Vaughn Johnson.
Donald York and Thomas Sweeney
will stop on notice when you ar
in the life of- the late Rev. William
of Rockland motored to Farmington
rive home. There will be no
Littlefield, a former pastor and resi
Saturday and visited1 friends there.
MICKIE SAYS—
charge.
dent of this town. At these meet
Mrs. L. C. Elwell made a business
ings
the
story
of
Hiram
Golf's
religion
—
trip to Rockland Saturday.
is being used. Miss Gwendoline
THE Bo$$
" IT WOULD Be
Mrs. Lewis Simmons. Mr and Mrs
Green? is reader.
Benjamin Ames and Mrs. Hattie Ma-1
Mice IF EVERVBODy WHO
Thursday evening at Ledge Lodge,
son of Rockland motored to Aroos-'
OWEt U$ MOU6V WOULD f*V up"
Mrs. Ola Ames, Miss Nina Ames. Mrs
took County Saturday morning and!
AMD I $EZ,"HOW ABOUT U$lU'
Oscar Lawry and Mrs. Natalie Law
returned Sunday night. Miss Eliza
«IM$TEAD OP"SS“lM OWE
ry entertained at a pyramid tea with
beth Sprowl of Rockland kept house
l$$UE OF THE PAPER A$ A
35 present.
for Mrs. Simmons during her ab
GEWTLE REMIMOER?
Miss Nathalie M. Smith enter
sence.
HOW DO6$ THI< L'L
tained a party of 18 Wednesday eve
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rackliff and
«UGGE$TIOU STRIKE
ROOMS
ning at Camp Alyosca. Shore Acres.
daughter Irene were guests of Mr. and
At Sunnyfcank cottage Friday aft
Mrs. John Millett in Bangor Sunday.
Wilk BATH
ernoon and evening Mrs. James Greg
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET,
ory entertained the Star Club and
We must have not merely theI
guests.
knowledge of what is going on but
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Beggs who have
the moral power to keep us going on
been guests of relatives in town, re
—Rev. Ralph W. Sockman, D. D.
turned
Saturday
to
Rockland.
Dirated en Bearon
EXTRA PERSON
Grand
Genera
’
lssimo
Edward
W.
Bill next to the
Cram
of
Portland
will
inspect
De
State House
Valois Commandery, K. T., Oct. 12.
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey who
have been in town a few days, left
Saturday for Rochester, N. Y. They
Parcel Delivery
were accompanied by hls mother Mrs.
(■•cuttvo Office
Eliza Arey who will spend' the win
HOTIL MANOIR
Just a few minutes' walk to thc theatre, financial
ter months with them.
Family Washings
NORTH (TATION. BOTTOM
and shopping centers
Arthur Thomas returned Sunday
Called For and Delivered
Fl.oi, lend — (tcogortfoo Cortfc
from Camden where he has been the
for u,o by friend, and nycolf. Ne
guest of Capt. and Mrs. John Small.
obligation.
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza
beth Welderhold left Saturday for a
Noioo-.
visit with relatives in Quincy. Mass.
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with hath, $3.00 up
TeL
106-R
tcroocMeeting of the Ladies of the O.A.R.
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
was held Friday night, preceded by
CltV
the usual supper. The housekeepers

L’

0

Doan's
PILLS

e_

• $2

Page Five

TO WIN THE
WORLD SERIES

21 out of 23

GIANTS

WORLD CHAMPIONS

DAY

Smoke

1OOO ROOMS

pevieet
YvoteV®
yO^in

1TEAD

1

MANGER

LJBUY /

May We Suggest—
HOTEL BELLEVUE

500

Light Trucking

New Lower Rates

Walter Dorgan

I
I

(Above)
“JUMPY NERVES AND home
runs don't go together,”
according to Mel Ott.
** So 1 stick to my Camels
when I get a minute to
enjoy a smoke.”

(Ahote)
“I CAN’T RISK getting
ruffled nerves so I smoke
Camels,” saysCarl Hub
bell. “ I like their mild
ness and I know they
won’t interfere with
healthy nerves.”

...i

'•
p

IT IS MORE
FUN TO KNOW
Camels are made
from finer, MORE

EXPENSIVE tobac

cos than any other
popular brand.

Copyright, 1033. U. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES
companled them. Mrs Stickney with ;
her daughters Anne and Rebecca salt
for Italy thc middle of October.
Mrs. Olive Young entertains the
auxiliary of the Woman's Home MLssionary Society next Thursday after
noon.
Miss Elizabeth Harding came from
Beverly to spend the weekend at her
home here.
Mrs Ellis White and Mrs. W. S
Knowles of Augusta were at Ralph
Wallace's Saturday.
Mrs Alice Robbins who has been
caring for Mrs Ella Dearborn the past
seven weeks, returned home last week
Monday.
Mrs Oeorgia Mills and little daugh
ter started Wednesday for Washing
ton D C., to make their home, Mr
Millf having employment there.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of East
Oardngr. Mass., spent the weekend at
Warren Leigher’s.
Mrs Atbie Bradstrcet who has been
pr sing the summer at North Vassal
boro with her sister Mrs. Henry
Biown, ls at home for two weeks.,
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs J.
C. Simmons.
Mrs. Ella Dearborn who has been
ill at the home of her son Fred, went
to Union Monday to live with her
daughter Mis. Oeorge Day.
Edwin and Almond Powell have
been working on the road at Wash
ington for several days.
Callers at W C. Perry's last week
were Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Haskell of
Union. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Heal of
Camden, and Mr. and Mrs. D. R
Cummings of Appleton.
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5 30
a m., Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock
land alwut 9 CO Returning — leaves
Rockland at 130 p. m . Vinalhaven 2 45
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; due
qi arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m
B.H. STINSON
117-tf
Oeneral Aaeut.

CLARRY HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Taylor and
Mrs Agnes Savage of Dorchester,
Mass., recently visited Mrs. Eva Rob
bins.
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro was ln
town reading meters Monday of last
week.
Mrs. Mabel Bradbury and Mrs.
Theresa Doherty of Rockland were
callers of Winifred Whitney one day
last week.
Walter Feyler attended Damaris
cotta Fair Wednesday.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
oa sed through this place enroute to
Union fajr with 12 yoke of cattle.
Frank Callahan, Mrs. Florence
Donnelly and litt.'e granddaughter af
Dorchester, Mass., spent fair week
here the guests of friends.
Frank Jameson is visiting friends
in Rockland for a few days.
Miss Sadie Kelley spent last Tues
day with Mrs Eva Robbins.
Thomas Wallenus recently visited
with John Williams.
Ralph Stahl of North Waldoboro
was a business visitor here last. week.

Tired.. Nervous
Wife
Wins Back
Pep I
raw nervea
HER
were soothed.
She banished that

••tic.id tired” feel
ing Won new youth
ful color—restful nights, active d.i s—all be
cause she rid her system of bowel-clawing
wastes that were sapping her vitality. NR Tab
lets (Nature's Remedy)—ti e mild, safe, allvegetable laxative—worked the transformation.
Try it for constipation, biliousness, head
aches, dizzy spells,
colds. See now re
freshed you feel.
TONIGHT
At all druggists’—
TOM00UOW..
25 cents.

TUMS'

XflBWr

Every-Other-Day
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Prevention is
Better Than Cure

the opering service tn the Junior- ary meeting of the women of the
_____
intermediate room, and listened with Lincoln Baptist Association at the
Mrs Blanel-e
Vos- Miss Blanche interest to the outline of the story Baptist Church in Rockland next
TP 'Jetts ard Kcnn-th Marshall spent being developed week by week under Wednesday. The .sessions will be
?h-^eeker l at Ro kH^enfiS the direction of the superintendent, morning a/id aft-moon
tn. weekend at ko.k Maven. eprutt
Mr
Mrs. W n
C. Richards, entitled -Build"BuildMr. and Mrs Gleason Cogan and
Head.
, .
„ ...
, ,,, ,,ing the Citadel." At the morning Mr andMrs.RaymondGrayofLewIrvmg Bucklin of Waldoboro -pent %orj^ip
anthem "The Lord Is In iston were weekend guests of Mrs
Monday in town.
His Holy Temple" was sung by the Martha Cagon. Green street.
Mrs. Evelyn Rileyreturned to
ChOir wlth incidental solos bv CharlesJonn DcWlnter of the C.C.C.
near
Boothbay Harbor Monday alter a visit Prescott and Forest Stone. The ser- Fryeburg was at home Sunday. Thre-with her parents, Mr. and Mrs Ar- mon was on ..Tbe unfolding Word;' Rockland C.C.C. men also came to
thur Kalloch.
evening subject. "Finding One’s Life." their homes In John's car.
A W. Hcoper ofGlcr.merewas a The flowers, loses and dahlias wore
Mr and Mrs. W O. Loucks went
caller upon Mr. and Mrs. H B. Shaw froln Mrs stone's garden.
to Boston Monday morning by bus.
Mrs. Ada Comstock, who has been
Sunday.................
.
..
The Thomaston board cf trade will
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shraaer. Mr meet al 73Q ,omorrow night ln the in Community Hospital. Camden, was
and Mrs. Charles Knight. Mr. and
brought to her home Saturday night
Mrs. Edward Ahern. Mr. and Mrs. Ed- "
' .
Mrs. Comstock is seriously 111.
gar Ames. Levi Clark. Edgar Craw-1 A Halloween party is being planned
Mrs ........
John....Berry and nephew Bai:
ford. Miss Blanche Tibbetts. Ken-, by the junior, intermediate and senior Sma-llfy of North Andover, Mass
neth Marshall and Mrs Blanche Vosc departments of the Federated C
c wcrp „u„sts gun{jay 0( Mrs Berrys
gave Mrs. Lilia Ames a housewarm- school, with this committee. Banc
£;s;cr, Mrs. Georg!? Robinson,
ing Sunday at Rock Haven and pre- Henry. Alice Tuttle. Katherine
....
sented her a purse of money.
Creighton and John Campbell.
The Keene house, r.ow owned by
Earl F Woodcock, manager of the
r rank t oiiamore
the Knox Memorial Association, is local A & P. stoic, attended a meetThe funeral of Frank Collamoie
being put in order for use of the asso- ing of managers in Portland Sun- was held at St. James Church Monciation. or for rent.
day
day morning. Mass was celebrated by
Services for Mrs Elizabeth Olney.
Henry Fales and Richard Feyler Rev Fr. Henderson and the bearers
71. who died Oct 6. at her home on were down from Oror.o for a week- were W P Strong. James T. Fales
Erin street, was held at the funeral end visit at their homes.
Edward Keating. Dr. A Peabody. Mr
rooms of Stanley R Cushing. MonMrs Marie Singer has returned Robertron and Donald Coughlin ot
day afternoon. Rev. Hubert F Leach I home from a visit with her sister Miss Rockland.
officiated ar.d the bearers were Eugene Mabel Erown. in Portsmouth. N. H
Mr Collamore was born tn BrookPeters. Albert Peters. Maynard WentNo admission will be charged to the lyn. N Y . son of Dexter A. Collamore
worth and Eugene Closson. Mrs. Ol- concert by the noted negro tenor of Friendship and Aurelia (Hili'
ney was native of Thomaston and the j singer. Curtis M Saulsbury, at the Collaircre. formerly of Cushing. In
daughter of Mr and Mrs A Pierce Baptist vestry next Wednesday eve- his boyhood and youth vacations were
Interment was at South Warren.
nlng. A collection will be taken.
spent tn Thomaston with hls cousin
Mr. and Mrs. rf D Brewer and
Charles Brown has signed up for William E Vlnal. Later he went to
California where he engaged In the
Miss Ada Coleman were weekend six months' work tn the C.C.C.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery has returned from lun'xr trade, building up a large
guests of Mrs William McGcorge in
a visit in Portland.
business in foreign markets. While
Stockton Springs.
Congressman E. C. Moran will residing in San Franciseo he married
The last meeting ol the Thomaston
Garden Club will be held Oct. 11 at 3 speak on the NRA at the meeting of Miss Grace Tarr of Sutter Creek,
p. tn. at the home of Mrs. James E. the Men's Community Brotherhood Calif. About 16 years ago he returned
at the Congregational vestry tonight, with his family to Thomaston which
Creighton.
had since b;cn thetr home Mr ColIn the Federated Church school Tuesday Supper at 6 o'clock.
Sunday the senior members joined In
Attention is called to the mission- lamore is survived by hls wile, a
daughter. Miss Alice Collamore. and
a ron William O. Collamore. all ot
Thomaston; also several cousins.

WALDOBORO

THOMASTON

An opiate will dull periodic
pain. But isn't it better to pre
vent the pain? Take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Tablets three or
four days before the expected
discomfort and notice the dif
ference. If yours is a stubborn
case, you may need to take these
tablets regularly for a few
months. Persistent use brings
permanent relief. Clinical tests
prove it.
No narcotics. No dizziness.
No unpleasant after effects.
Just little chocolate coated tab
lets that bring results. New size
package—50C at all druggists.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM S
TABLETS
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Rodney Wakefield and son
Douglas and daughter Beatrice of
Stonington were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cromwell recently.
Mrs. Frederick Magnuson and Mrs
Elmer Carleson and daughter Alice
May were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Anderson and son Donald
in East Franklin.
There was r.o church school Sun
day on account of it being so rainy
and the church not tn very good con
dition.

Carroll Spear of Fort Fairfield has
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. O.
Milter.
Mr. and Mrs. T E. Stcnger have
returned to Ebbington, Penn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Stcnger. who have
been thetr guests, to Hartford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Watts of Wol
laston. Mass., are at their home at
Ka'.er's Corner for two weeks' stay.
Rev Guy McQuaidce of Worcester
Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe L.
Banner.
Mrs. Regina Hall and two children
are visiting b-r mother. Mrs. Wil
liam McLaughlin.
Mrs Mary Maithews returned Sat
urday frem Martin's Point where she
passed the summer.
Mrs Millard Wade of Wollaston,
Mars.. Is at her home here.
Misi Marjorie Benner of Gardiner,
student at Gorham Normal School,
par ed the weekend with her aunt,
Mrs. W H Crowell,
William G Reed. Mr. and Mrs. S.
H. Weston. Mr. and Mrs. C. B Stahl, t
Mr. and Mrs. J. H Miller. Mr. and I
Mrs L. T Weston and Mr. and Mrs.
J. T Gay attended the Lions regional
conference and dinner Sunday at the
Elmwood Hotel, Waterville,
The fourth meeting of the 4-H Club
was held in Medomak Athletic hall .
Saturday afternoon, with 14 members '
and one visitor present. It was
planned to have a Halloween social
tn the hall Oct. 12 to raise money for !
new uniforms.
Clarence Reed, 38. son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Z Reed, died suddenly Tuesday at the home of hls parents. He
is survived by his parents, three J
sisters. Mrs. Cecil Skinner of Rock- j
land. Mrs. Elmer Burnham and Miss
Er.her Reed of Waldcboro, and one
brother. Chester Reed of Rockland
Fun.rral servioes were conducted Frt-|
day afternoon. Rev. A. O Davis, pastor of the Methodist Church, the
officiating clergyman?
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Ja^t chance, fa apicnic.
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14

2

15
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22

2l

20

Si
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18

17
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19

10
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12
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STOCK VP AT YOUR

7

□9

18

COLUMBUS PAV
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5
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24
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Deviled Meat. v 5

2T-

Peanut Butter

Bi? ,
! Pound
Glass Poll

$5

p

33

GEN. KNOX

^5:
w
4}

nt

3b
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37

i 41

40

1

1
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44
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NATION-WIDE-WAFER SLICED

Dried Beef ^15*
For Quality and Economy

MAR-VEL-US

I

Salad Dressing

Ol

J.I

Pt J«l

10
18

FANCY WHITE MEAT

TUNA FISH
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

No V,
Can

Try It—Looks Like Chicken

CLICQUOT

NATION-WIDE or SOO BRAND

NORWEGIAN

|| u

»•!
ilbfc

PALE or GOLDEN

Sardines

H J

C<n<

GINGER ALE

A<

2

PACKED IN OLIVE OIL

SPLENDID BRAND

RICE
KELLOGG'S PEP

C

Pint Bo's

2 15e
2 «!' 2T
1 Lb
Pkg,

WHEAT and
BRAN

RIPPLED
WHEAT

THREE CROW
PURE

VANILLAor LEMON

IQ

EXTRACT

2

Oi
Bot

29be

NATION-WIDE—Pure

VANILLA or LEMON

2 Oi
Bot

Reg. 25c

'ifiW-sif,. - D

21‘

SWANS DOWN

NATION-WIDE

Cake Flour

Gelatin Desserts

Big 2X Lb Pk9
Regulet Price

29*

Special Price

6c

H«s

5*

Last Chance on P & G Specials

CAMAY SOAP
P&G SOAP
CHIPSO

For Toilet and Bath a

a

The White Naphtha Soap

a

For Quick Suds a

a

a

a

a

a

3 15*
3 10‘
2:33‘
Bars

Bars

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

HORIZONTAL
1-Darling
4-Drag
8- The coarse outer
coat of grain
9- Country in Alia
11-Acquiret knowledge
13-More moist
16-Especially (abbr.)
16-Ventilated
18- A Chinese plant
19- Stocky part of a
plant
21- Fondle
22- Pieee of furniture
(pl ) •
23- Noite
25- Swiss river
26- Tasks
28- Feline
29- Twitching of
muscles
32-Paradise

|49

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
34-Province of Canada
(abbr.)
36-Talk
38- Half a score
39- To follow
41-A beverage
42-Decide
44-Bigoted
46- A Portuguese coin

(Pl-)
47- Grade
48- Long grass stem
49- Tavern*

,

VERTICAL (Cont)
10-Recompeme
11- Smaller
12-Taste
13- Moist
v
14- Grate
17-Causes
20-City in Italy
22-Pertaining to base
24- Snare
25- An insect
27- Wagers
28- Middie
30- Mapa
31- To boil slowly
33- Ruminant with
antlers
34- Unit
35- Large cask
37-A drug plant
39- Otherwise
40- Gain
43-Bind
,45-Moved rapidly

Quiet of Gray’s Church
yard Is Threatened.
Washington.—The cloistered quiet
of the country rhnrcliynrd nt Stoke
Pogos, where Thomns Gray wrote
hls famous “Elegy." Is threatened
by a promoter's scheme for real
estate development nearby.
"Located In the southern part of
Buckinghamshire, the little village
ls only twenty miles from London.”
according to a bulletin from the
National Geographic society. "It
has, however, remained almost un
changed through the two centuries
which have passed since Gray came
down from Cambridge for the long
summer vacation.
“The near-by town of Slough, how
ever, has become a thriving manu
facturing center, spreading blocks
of red brick housing units across
the 'leas,' and under the 'rugged
elms’ of the poet's beloved country
side. Fortunately a large field to
the east of the chnrch has already
been purchased by the Penn-Gray
society, and It is hoped that funds
may be found to complete a pro
tecting circle of green.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times lor 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time,
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.
g^*4>******* ♦

ANTIQUE furniture and glassware
wanted. Write BOX 401. Rockland
120*122

BRINDLE BULL PUP with small white
spots on breast, lost. Answers to name j
Queenle. Reward If returned to STAN
LEY E McCURDY. 34 Orange St 123-125

LOST—Between Beauchamp Point and
Glencove out of an automobile on Tuesday. Sept. 19. a light grey rough overcoat with the name Henry H. Chatfield
ln It. Makers—Romanes & Paterson;
$25 reward If returned to ZELMA M
DWINAL. Camden. Maine.
114-tf

MAKE YOUR

EASTERN ACADEMY OF HAIRDRESS-

and Beauty Culture Open Oct 2 I
“Buy in October” support the gov INO
Authorized and licensed by the State. ,
ernment and the NRA. Commodities j Six months training; 16 subjects taught.
WiU be tngher next month. Buy in I
payable monthly^ Write for^r1 October and save.—adv.
j
4128.
115-1201

AS YOU READ

j
,
'
j
|
'

A YOUNG police dog. with skate strap
collar found. V. A. ROKES. Warren.
Tel 4-31.

Lacs and Furniture Making.
“Certain local Industries, princi
pally lace making and the manu
1- Decorated
facture of furniture, are still car
2- Organ of hearing
ried on. High Wycombe, largest
3- Girl's name
town In the county, is well known
5- Employed
for Its fine chairs. It Is also fa
6- Rested
7- Modern
mous as the home of that great
8- Choicest
British statesman. Benjamin Dis
raeli, who Is burled In the church
(Solution to Previous Punle)
yard at Ilughenden Manor.
"In Buckinghamshire, too, Is Eton
*
college, largest of England's ‘pub
4
lic schools,' those famous and an*
<8ent Institutions, corresponding
■ -...---------.I
to American private preparatory
LADIES Reliable na;r goods at Rnek
tand Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mail orders
schools for hoys. Eton, which was
iollrlted H C HHODRR Tel 5’® ’
founded by Henry VI ln 1440, lies
118-U
ln the southern part of the county.
NOTICE-After thia date I will pay no
Just across the Thames from Wind
bills contracted bv any one but myself.
MAURICE G ATHEARN Rockland. Oct
sor castle.
10 1233
_____________________ 121*123
“In hls 'Ode to the Distant Pros
CIDER MILL running Mondays. Wed
pect of Eton college,' Gray, a loyal
nesdays. Fridays. Making 3 cents. Cider
Etonjan, describes 'l'e distant
bb'.s. 50 cents SIMONTON. Vinegar Man
118-T* 121
Spires, ye antique Towers,’ rising
beyond the shining curve of the
NOTICE -Century of Progress Votes
will be allowed on all accounts paid this
Thames. From Windsor Bridge
week if asked for by the one paying the
Eton's High street leads through a
bill
H H CRIE & CO and CRIE
HARDWARE CO. Rockland
121-123
straggling village to the mellow
FRIENDSHIP
NEW YORK CITY BREWERY manu- | hriek hnildlngs and shaded walks of
facturlng one of the biggest selling beers
the school. Beyond, on a branch of
The Cemetery Association of South ln the East, wants high-class salesman j
Waldoboro will hold a benefit supper to cover this State. Must have had the Thames, ls the Eton Playing
field, where endless practice takes
experience either ln the beverage
at the Baptist Church in that place similar
or kindred lines
We will pay salarv
Oct. 12. Proceeds will be used to bonus and travelling expenses. Give full place before the great annual event
at Lords—the Eton-Harrow cricket
particulars as to former positions and
wards repairing the road.
personal references. Write C-6v care
match."
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Kirkpatrick are Courier-Gazette
• 121*lt J
visiting friends in Boston.
NEW CIDER pressed fresh every day.
Governor Bans Ornate
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prior and MAPLE CREST FARM Warren. Me
120-125
family are in Boston where Mr. Prior
Chairs in His Office
CIDER MILL running every day Make
has employoment.
It while you wait Right on state road
Helena,
Mont.—Chairs, like shoes,
Clean
and
sanitary
SEA
VIEW
FILL

Mrs. Mary Spear and Miss Alice
were made for practical use and
2580.
Bross have returned to thetr home ING STATION. Camden. Me. Tel. 119*124
comfort, Gov. Frank H. Cooney be
in Chevy Chase, Md, alter spending
lieves.
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SUBSTAN
tbe season at Davis Point.
TIAL positions and high earnings ls open
The governor recently relegated a
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R Knapp to several men of good standing ln their . group of tall, straight hacked leath
communities.
These
positions
require
1
have moved to Ellsworth where Mr.
er chairs to the ren- of hls office,
conscientious study and work with the
Knapp Is engaged as teacher.
cooperation of experienced executives i substituting plain ofli-e chairs. The
No
capital
or
expense
ls
required
as
this
Leland Wallace of Gloucester, company ls well established and has the chairs, made In the traditional style
Mass., is visiting hls mother, Mrs. resources to finance Its representatives' of dignity and Imposing hulk, towbusiness. Previous experience not so lmSylvia Wallace.
portant as character? aptitude and ln- ered some eight feet from the floor.
Mrs. Solon Wild3r of Gardner, lttatlve. Married men preferred In re"I can't work while sitting In one
Stoss , has teen visiting Mrs. Jeiale
I of «*»«» lenther thrones. - the govIdUtl.
Courier-Gazette.
119-121
ernor complained. “It’s all foolish
ness to make the attempt. I«eas dig
Willie E. Wotton is driving a new
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
nity and more work ls my motto.”
Plymouth sedan.
order. Keys made to fit locks when
keys are lost. House, office oi
Mr. and Mrs. C'nar’.ss H. Rtenger original
Car. Code books provide keys for all
and children are visiting relatives in locks without bother. Silssors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
Philadelphia.
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO
Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. L. Tompkins have 408
Main St.. Rockland. TeL 791.
closed their Davis Point cottage and
118-tl
returned to Madison, N. J.
VERTICAL

For Sale
VALUES

d

♦•$**************9
LOST AND FOUND j

Tree Shaded Poet.
"The church Itself Is a low, Ivycovered structure with square, Nor
man tower. Opposite Its porch
stands a massive, gnarled yew, said
to have shaded the poet while he
wrote. Neer the tree ls the simple
brick tomb where, ln 1771, Gray
•vas burled beside hls mother.
"Of particular Interest to the
American tourist ln Stoke Poges Is
the old Elizabethan mnnor house,
which was qjvned by Thomas I'enn,
son of the founder of Pennsylvania.
In one of the rooms may be seen a
part of the trunk of the elm tree
under which William Penn signed
the treaty with the Indians. His
grave lies a few mHes distant In
the Quaker burial ground by Jor
dan's meeting house.
“Even before the rise of the Quak
ers in the Seventeenth century.
South Buckinghamshire had long
been a storm center of religion. The
Lollards were persecuted there dur
ing the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
centuries, and likewise the Prot
estant martyrs of the Sixteenth
century.
“Two miles beyond Jordan's ls
Chalfont St. Giles, where Milton
stayed during the great London
plague. Hls small stone cottage ls
carefully preserved, while his love
for that part of England lives for
ever ln 'L'Allegro' and 'll I'enseroso.'
“Buckinghamshire, one of Eng
land's smallest counties, lies inland
Just west and north of London. The
winding Thames forms its southern
boundary, and the equally winding
Ouse circles It ln the north. Across
the county from southwest to north
east stretch the low, wooded slopes
of the Chiltern hills.
“Because It is cut off from all sea
trade, and because It has no min
eral resources of value, the county
hks always remained primarily agri
cultural, despite Its geographical
nearness to London. More than half
Its entire area Is in permanent
grass, and cattle raising forms the
chief industry. The Vale of Ayles
bury ln particular Is famous for
Its dairy farms. Wheat and fruit
are also Important crops.

MISCELLANEOUS

(Content!)

Fancy Blue Rose—Whole Kernel

PKG

1

4ft

REAL ESTATE MOVE
HITS STOKE POGES

H

**********
WANTED

HOUSEKEEPERS position WBnted in
small family, will go anywhere Best of j
references. Write "S. E." care this office
120'122

FINNISH girl wants a position to do
general housework Excellent character. '
pleasant, high school graduate. PHONE
784-W.
121-123

MATERNITY patients given best of '
care ln private home by nurse with hos-1
fcltal training
ETTA SMITH ANDER
SON. 259 Talbot Ave . City.
114'tf
EXPERIENCED girl (251 desires work
ln adult family or as chambermaid ln
hotel. VIOLET REEVES. Newcastle. Me
121-12S

POSITION as chel or order cook want
ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
Grace St.. City.
-tf
MAN wanted here to sell nationally*
known line ot super-refined motor oils)
to farmers, auto and truck owners on |
easy credit terms. No experience or i
investment required. Chance for Imme
diate steady Income
Write CENTRAL
PETROLEUM CO. 630 Standard Bank
Bldg . Cleveland. Ohio.
121-lt

COFFEE AND GROCERY Route Man
for Knox and adjoining counties. No
selling experience necessary, but must
have a car to service established trade
of over 65 years
A permanent, profita
ble connection for right man. Write
H N FAVROW. Route • Manager. 231
Johnson Ave. Newark. New Jersey.
121'122

In carload lots direct to you. No
middlemen, no traveling representa
tives, no trucking expense, no na
tional advertising, no branches. All
the>e s.ixnms mean “MORE FOR
LESS” for you PLUS "LOWER PRICE
and HIGHER QUALITY." Stover’s
Pride Flour, the flour the best cooks
use, 98c per bag, $7.75 per bbl. (8
bags); Best Family Flour 93c per bag;
$7.25 per bbl.; Best Pastry Flour. 87(
per bag, $6.90 bbl.; Pillsbury’s Best,
$1.17; Occident, $1.25; Domino fine
granulated sugar, 10 lbs. 49c with other
goods, 25 lbs. $1.29, $4.98 per 100 lbs ;
Fresh Native Eggs 25c per doz.; Presto
Heavy Standard glass preserve jars,
pints, 77c doz.; quarts, 87c; 2 quarts
$1.23; Fancy ebrn, $1.28 per bag;
Heavy 40 lb. Feed oats $1.28 per bag;
Swift’s Silver Leaf pure lard 8c lb.;
20 lbs. $1.59; new natjve potatoes
87c per bu.; "MORE FOR LESS” Egg
Mash or growing feed with Nopco XX
oil and dried milk. $198; M. F. L.
pig ration $1.75; M. F. L. Scratch
feed, >1.85; M. F. L. Stock feed. 91 19.
M E I. JO , Date) Feed $163; In.,
pure Pennsylvania motor oil 2 gal can
$1.13 per can; standard separator oil
65c gal. (bulk); Grammy Graham flour
5 lb. bag 20c, 2 for 35c; granulated
and bolted meal 18c, 2 for 35c; table
or butter salt 10 lb. bag 19c; 6 for $1;
pork and fish salt 85c bu; ice cream
salt 75c bag; JoIiiimhi \ -lohnsun
Rapid-Flow Filter Disks 35c for 100
300 for $1. Just Right Egg Mash with
yeast, $2.25; Mica Grit $1; oyster
shells 90c; Six weeks old pigs $3;
pigs 10-12 weeks old. $4: R I. Red
pullets,
laying.
$1.25-11.50;
milk
bottles, qts., 70c: pts., 55c; milk bottle
stoppers 45c per 1000. Old lleidelbrau beer, 92.40 per case, old Eng
land ale, 92.40 per case; Domino
brown or confectioners sugar 7' »c per
lb.; 4 lb. pkg. 30c. Satisfaction guar
anteed or your money back is our
motto. Even Mall Order Houses can
not beat our quality and prices. We
hate the lowest cash and carry prices
in New England plus deliveries any
where wanted. Your Dollar Is Worth
More Today if you spend it wisely.
But now and save. STOVER’S CASH
GRAIN STORES. DISTRIBl TORS for
STOVER FEED MFG. CO. on track
at 85 Park St., Rockland, just below
Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
121-122

FOR SALE
t.......................... i

TO LET

TO SETTLE ESTATE the Clarence
TWO room apartment with bath to Ulmer
place. Talbot Ave., must be sold

:?:ht^°«UaK wyeckmXrnroo^7ndd b^l «Inciudin. pi.yer
13 week up at Foss House MABEL AT- I
KINS, proprietor. 77 Park St. Tel. 330 I
411 1
HOUSE to let. seven rooms and garage
electric lights, running water. 3'2 miles
from Rockland on State Highway, rent
reasonable. Tel 352-3
121-123

SIX ROOM house to let at North End.
bath, hardwood Boors, garage, etc. CALL
493-W from 9 a m to 4 p. m.
121-123
SIX room single house and garage to
let. modern, fine location. RAYMOND
L WATTS. 187 Broadway.
12P121

FIRST FLOOR tenement to let. Five
nice rooms and bath, hot water heat
and garage Rent very reasonable. In
quire 65 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 281-J
120-122
FIRST FLOOR tenement of six rooms
to let. all modern at 226 Main St. In
quire at ROYAL SHOE STORE 121-123

P,ano and radl° Oood hou” larSe lot
remented cellar, electric lights. Also
drilling equipment Including steam
boiler Call MRS FRANK ( ROCKETT,
Admr . 54 Oliver St. Phone 421-R
119-121
SIX room house with bath, electric
lights, barn, henhouse and 50 fruit trees.
About seven acres of land, within city
limits. Priced right for quick sale. P.
A CLARKE. 32 Oliver St.. Rockland
_________________________________121*123
FIFTY new apple barrels for sale W.
J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Ac Builders’
Supplies. Thomaston.
120-122

FOR SALE—Rabbit, fox and coon
hounds, police pups and toy dogs. Six 8
weeks old full blooded fox hound pups
(Walker strain) While they last 95 each.
Six weeks old pigs. 10-12 weeks old shoats,
R. I R pullets laying and ready to lay.
STOVER S CASH GRAIN STORES. DIS
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
CO. on track at 86 Park St. Rockland.
Just below Armour s. Tel. 1200. 121-123

FURNISHED house to rent for winter
at 38 Rankin St MRS A J CROCKETT
DININO TABLE, six chairs, also wood
121-123
en bed and dresser Real cheap to right
WELL furnished apartment to let. party for cash 319 BROADWAY. City
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX _________________________________ 119-121
ST. Tel 156-W
118-tl
COWS for sale, some Just freshened
FURNISHED three room apartment, ALBERT TAMMI R F. D 3. Union Me.
also one furnished room with bath ________________________________ 121*123
MRS E K MILLS. Rear 11 Masonic St.
EIGHTEEN CORDS of hard dry cord121-U wood.
$4 a cord in yard. ALEX WALLEFURNISHED room, with or without NIUS Union. Me__________________ 121*lt
board
All modern conveniences
8
WESTERN tenement Genthner block.
PURCHASE ST Tel 757-J
121*123 Llmerock
St. for sale Fine tenement.
EIOHT ROOM house to let. all mod good location Inquire MRS J LESTER
ern conveniences, bath. etc., furnished SHERMAN. 87 Beech St Tel 454-R
or unfurnished. Tel. 45-J. MINNIE C _________________________________ 120-122
SMITH. 37 Spring St. Rockland 120-122
NASH COUPE with rumble seat, hot
FURNISHED heated aparimeui to lei water heater, good rubber, extra good
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
118-tf motor. Price reasonable or will trade
real estate of any kind. L. A*. THURSSEVERAL modern rents to let Prices for
___________ 113*121
reasonable. ERNEST C. DAVIS
294 TON Tel. 1159
Broadway
120-122
USED CARS lor sale, including 1931
HEATED apartments, all modern, foul Plymouth coupe. 1930 Chevrolet sedan,
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN Ae ROCK like new. also Indian motorcycle. FRED
LAND WATER CO Tel 634 '
118-tf ERICK U. WALTZ. 165 Broadway Tel.
392 - M.
_______________ 119-121
THREE room furnished apartment
without bath $4 week V. F STUDLEY ~HORSES Six good horses, weighing
from
1100
to
1500
lbs for sale. One
283 Main St Tel. 1154
121-tl
matched team, young sound, weigh 3000
THREE room furnished apartment to lbs ERNEST HOWARD. 79 Summer St.
let at 49 Pleasant 8t LILLIAN BICK R oc k 1 and._______________________ 119*121
NELL. 82 Llmerock St
120*122
FIRST-CLASS rabbit hound for sale.
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. elec B. L. RIDER Rockport___________ 121-tf
tric lights, flush toilet and garage. T J.
BEST hard dry fitted wood. $7.50 cord.
CARROLL. 144 Camden St. Tel. 739-M
114-tf 4 ft. long $7. mixed $5.50. FRANK
ERICKSON. Thomaston. R. 1. Box 70.
FOUR ROOM house and shed, toilet
119*121
and lights. Florence St . (15; five room
OAK DINING TABLE and four chairs
house, toilet, shed, lights and gas. Ful
ton St.. 915 Heated kitchenette, large for sale. 120 LIMEROCK ST.. City119-tf
sitting room, gas stove, hot water heater
toilet. 94.75 per week. IV. B. BARTER
MODEL 95 take down Winchester reTel 611-W
129-122 pent Ing rifle for sale. Caliber 30 Army.
--------------. BARTLETT. Rockland. Tel.
THREE room furnished apartment 1 RUSSELL
119*121
with bath $5 week. V F STUDLEY. 283 1
Main St. Tel 1154.
121-tf ‘ WHEN you are planning to sen you.
EDFIVE ROOM apartment, all modern. 27 chickens and fowl, call PE i'ER 118-tf
Oak St. Apply LUDA MITCHEU, at WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
WHEN IN BOSTON—Tou can buy
Mrs. Thurlow's parlors.
119-171 )
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
AT 22Va Elm St., to let modern fur home news, at the Old South News
nished apartment of three rooms, Agency. Washington St., next Old South
kitchenette and bath, hot water heat Church; also at M. Andaman's 284
Inquire 24 Elm St. W. T. DUNCAN
Trpmnnt Rt
119*121
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
LIGHT housekeeping apartment, all Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
furnished to let. modern conveniences.
118-tf
MINNIE MILES. 31 Ocean St.
Tel
618-W
118*123
TWO large front rooms to let. with or
without board. 75 BROAD ST. Tel ♦
669-M
118-tf *
FRONT ROOM on first floor, to let. $
central location, at 32 School St. Tel Jg*********--*****^
1013-M.
ANNE V. FLINT.
116-tf
FOR SALE-Six room house, good lo
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room cation. price right. This property ls a
apartment. modern.
to let.
MRS. good Investment. Its location Is on a
FROST. 8 Summer St. TeL 318-W.
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
118-tf Estate Agency._________________ 118-tf
MODERN rooms to let. with or with
THE X- E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
out • kitchen privileges. Prices low. 3t.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
MRS. SUSAN FOSS. 493 Main St
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
118’120-tI Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
P7-tf
SIX-ROOM house to let on Camden
St., near Sllsby Greenhouses, electric
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco
Fourteen room house ln Thomaston,
nomical. MRS. H. M. FROST. Tel. two bath*, basement could be used for
318-W.
112-tl store, garage, extra lot of land, house
SMALL tenement on Holmes St., to let j ln good repair. Price $1500.
flush toilet, electric lights. TEL. 958-J
Double tenement ln Rockport, nearly
112-tf acre of land, house repaired recently at
cost of $800. Will sell for $2100.
FURNISHED tenement to let. All
Eight room house in Rockport, all
modern. Hot water heat, electric lights, hard wood floors, bath, steam heat,
hot and cold water, gas and bath. Rent garage, land for garden. Wonderful
reasonable. Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW. value at $2650.
47 North Main St.
109-tf
Many bargains ln farms ln Rockland.
PART Of the Crockett Baby Shop to Owl's Head. Ash Point, Cushing and all
let. 393 MAIN ST
111-tf sections of Maine.
L. A. THURSTON
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566 Tel. 1159
Rockland
Main St., heated, rent reasonable In
113*121
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at FullerCobb-Davls.
118-tf
TWO VERY DESIRABLE* rents to rent
at once, at 34 Pleasant St. One upper
and one lower flat, each with five rooms
and a bath. Garage for one car to rent
also. It will be worth while to look at
these rooms. Key to be found at ANNIE
FLINTS. 32 School 8t. or Tel. 1161-R.
111-tf
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk St., LT_
upper six rooms, partly furnished If
desired. Lower five rooms and bath,
furnace heat. MILTON M. GRIFFIN.

REAL ESTATE

109-tf
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"Candid Camera" Shoves Auto Activity

OCl ETY.

TO ADD 7 YEARS TO
LIFE EXPECTATION

Page Seven

NEW YORK STYLES

Clothes Designed in America 1
Are Favored By Shops— i

Science Also Promises
More Virile Race.

Mrs. r. t Spofford, who has been
visiting her Rockland home, went
Sunday to Newport. R. I., where she
is to make her future home, her
husband, Lieut. Spoflord being sta
tioned on U. S. S. Manley. Mrs.
——————————■, Spoflord was accompanied to Boston
Miss Mildred Spear who has been by Miss Helen Pietroskv and Miss
with Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover spent Jennie Wilson, who are spending the
a few days last, week with her par week there.
ents, Mr and Mrs. Clifford Spear, ln
East Warren. On Saturday she went
Mr and Mrs. Frank Newbert and
to Patchogue. Long Island, N. V., Mrs. Walter Follansbee left Monday
wherd she will have employment in for a short trip to Boston.
the home of Mrs. Frederick Metz.
A kitchen shower was given Mrs.
Baraca Class meets tomorrow eve- | Mildred Sprague Williams, a recent
nlng in the Methodist vestrv at 7.30 brlde at her home on Orange street
• n— business,
L^t «<-«*« Ac-« a
n social
I'/\#»I I
AAllM and
z4 W-ft
for
hour
re I Friday evening. Mrs. Williams was
freshments.
____
| the recipient of many beautiful gifts.
*A pleasant evening was spent in
The Thimble Club met la-1 evening I playing 63 Those present were Mr.
with Mrs. Sadie Leach. North Mainland Mrs. Arnold AUen and HtUe fiOn
street.
Keith. Mr. and Mrs Harold Tolman,
Mrs. Lloyd Banner and children.'
Bernice Ouptll. MrsUa Rodgers
Winfield arid Leatrlce. and Mrs. E. G “ndArnold Mr and Mm James
Weston of Thomaston were guests of Huntley, Mis. Cora Delano, Mr. and
Mrs. W’eston's mother, Mrs. Ella , Mrs. Amos Makinen, Mr. and Mrs.
Hinckley ih Lewiston Saturday.
| E- A Sprague. Mrs. Lillian McDon____
laid, Ruby Colby, Beatrice Mills.
Mrs Alan L. Bird is opening her! Harriet drover, Roy Mank, William
card rooms In the Fuller-Cobb-Davis I Makinen. and Walter Chaples.
store to the public Thursday after-1
------noon. Play will begin at 2.15, prefMr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone had as
aced by a hescon conducted by Mrs j weekend guests Mr and Mrs. KenBird. This is not the beginning of neth L. Sanborn of Augusta.
a series—simply a single afternoon.
------Anyone interested may make arMrs Mildred Sprague Williams on
rangements with Mrs. Bird.
a week's vacation from the Rockland
_____
Photo Studio, Is visiting in WhltinsBarbara Derry was hostess to sev-' ville. Ma=s., where her husband has
eral of her friends Saturday eve- employment.
ning at a supper and dancing party [
-------at the Dodges Mountain lodge of Robert Waldron of Woodside, N. Y.,
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L Bird. Guests | visited hls aunt. Mrs. Mabel Wiley,
were Norma and Dorothv Frost. Mary and other relatives last week.
Larrabee, Marion Ludwick. Ruth
____
Thomas, Ruth Rhodes. Joan Bird cf
The Dorcas Club was entertained
Camden. Doris Borger-in. Nathalie1 yesterday by Mrs. E. B. Ingraham.
Snow. Jane Welch and Dorothy, tbe occasion serving as a birthday
Sherman.
Surprise for Miss Jennie Blackington. Refreshments included a birthMr. and Mrs. Fred Gregory. Glen- k
cove, had as weekend guests Dr. and j '
_____
Mr! °ranJU1^“
Mrs r w Fuller returned yesteraud Dr tusse
re
atfPnd ►>,» clav from Needham. Mass, where she
who were in the city to attend the
session of the Maine Osteopathic has been.guest of her daughter. Mrs
Association Saturday.
Wyman Foster.
In addition to personal notes regard-:
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information ot
social happenlngB. parties, musicals, ate
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be ,
gladly received.
TELEPHONE __ ____________ 770 or 7M

Black Prevails
Mcdcrn American clothes designed
for American women displayed in the
recent showing of the House of
Charles Le Malre in New York, em
phasized through extreme simplicity
and. very clever line and cut the slim
pcncil-like silhouette. Featured ln
the collection was an ensemble called
"First Night", carried out ln a rich
deep Nice blue of Crystelle velvet.
It consisted of an evening gown and
a three quarter length straight, slim
ccat. The gown, cut on long slim,
-naky lines achieved skirt fulness
through low placed cartridge pleating
cn cither side. Black coat feathers
in soft bouquet shoulder arrangement
were extremely effective on this deep
rich shaac of blue.
Another striking formal evening
gown of this collection was fashioned
of black rayon velvet with a very
high front, the back decolletage be
ing formed by two wide bands of
the velvet. It was shown with a
matching sleeve capc-llke three quar
ter length wrap and gloves.
Black, the prevailing color, was
featured in daytime frocks as well
as for evening. In the former it was
eften “set off" with a touch of jcolor j
Introduced In mast models through
composition buckles and clips, these
usually ln vivid red or green and
sometimes combined with a touch of
metal. Rich rust shades, wine, deep
blackberry, deep new shades of blue I
and bronzcnc tones combined witn
cccna brown were other colors fea- j
tured in this smart collection. Most I
frocks were displayed with black or
brown accessories.
I
"No dress Is ever Just a dress," says
’ e Malre. “It must carry the feeling
that It Is something entirely new—not
a make-over or an adaptation."1
Nene of the Le Malre models have
foreign influence.
That the trend is more and more
for American designed clothes is
trcngly revealed in practically all of
the current showings in New York ,
/hops. This is due to the ability of !
| cur American designers in tile field j
cf fashion. At a recent showing of
a Fifth Avenue shop which carries j
more imports than any other shop in
New York, it was announced that ,
: more than sixty percent of the fall
collection was designed by home'
talent, and brilliant enough It was to,
vie with Vionnct, Patou and other I
French couturiers.
Rich fabrics were spotlighted in
I his collection—including man y of
the new velvets—silk and rayon ver- ,
' ions in plain and ribbed- -weaves i
1 which at the hands of such designers 1
as Bernard Newman, Mary Gleason 1
and Leslie Morrison were fashioned—
with a decided clingine&s —not draped,
—achieving admirably the youthful,
long, slim silhouette.

Beauty
Begins
with the
Hair

Chicago.—The chemistry of nutri
tion Is building a scientific structure
which gives assurance of longer
life anil a more virile race. This
To have lovely hair requires
Is the theme of a report to the sym
more than just cleanliness.
posium of the agricultural and food
division of the American Chemical
Hair must have regular care,
society by Prof. Henry C. Sherman
preferably weekly at the
of the department of chemistry of
beauticians.
Columbia university.
The report was presented during
the elghty-slxth meeting of the so
It will give us pleasure to
ciety, designated as the “Century of
attend to milady's nce;'.a
Progress meeting.” More than 3,000
a'.on.j this line.
chemists attended the sessions.
Mnrvaret Nutt. Pi op.
Recent researches show men and
ROCKLAND, TEL. 683-W
women are taller than their ances
tors. Chemistry, holiftng the key
For scalp treatments, dandruff and falling hair,
phone 683-W for definite appointment—No
to the understanding of the nutri
Walts!
tional processes in plant nnd animal
life, promises to make humanity
MEMBER NRA
121’lt
more sturdy nnd longer lived, ac
cording to the report.
Expectation of Life.
The expectation of life, Professor
Sherman holds, will be extended
from the age of seventy to the
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
age of seventy-seven. Man in his
chosen tasks will be at the height
plant the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
of hls powers at slxty-flve Instead
now if you want the kind we plant ourselves.
of fifty-eight years. The age at
which it is difficult to get jobs ln
a new field, now commonly put at
forty-five will be fifty-two.
Adults nearing sixty should learn
as readily as the young, the food
chemist avers, Tor psychology has
determined that the capacity for
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
learning is undiminished at middle
115-tf
age. Age will yield less readily to
youth, he adds, and inen and women
of more advanced years will rule
to a greater extent in human affsi!*.
•
WEDNESDAY
All this will emerge from an Im
proved internal environment, which,
lie Conqu-rrd Nature,
passed on to succeeding generations,
Eut She Conquered Him!
will fojm a bulwark against disease,
With the upturn in automobile rales, Detroit auto plants are working at
enlarge
the
prime
of
life,
and
post

Warner
Eaxter, two-fisted
top speed these days. The above "candid camera" photos were taken in
pone senility. Doctor Sherman as
master of men who has
the main Plymouth plant in Detroit. They show ears on tlie assembly
serts,
bridged car.ycn,. stemmed the
line, and ram at work. Ply mouth is one of the busiest factories in Detroit,
“While chemistry will not make
rush of the sea—but what was
as Plymouth sales are 77 percent ahead of last sear,, .and Plymouth Ik
the power of this woman be
blonds of brunettes, it will, by pro
nuking the greatest gains in the low price field.
fore whom he faltered?
viding this superior environment,
make men and women more power
ful constitutionally, if not' larger,
Mrs. Alan L. Bird, a member of the i Mr. and Mrs. Hector Staples and
EVANS-MILLER
Members of the Sunday school
and aid In the development of mus
general commit'.ee in charge of th? • ten George have returned from the i class taught by Mrs. E. F. Glover to
Fox Film
Maine contract bridge championship I World s Fair. Mr. Staples also at- gether with the husbands were en- Mary Wardwell Miller and Dr Ed cular strength through increased
tournament, at Augusta Saturday \ tended the American Legion National ! tertatned Friday evening by Mr. ar.d
participation ln sports and right liv
Prejentj
ward
L,
Evans.
Jr.
of
Frost,
Texas
was gratified to have two of bar en i Convention.
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard at the St. Clair were married at the Broadway Bap ing," Doctor Sherman said. “We
1
tenry
King’s
trants, Fred C. Black and Nathan
with
should be mindful, nevertheless, that
I cottage, Ash Point Thcie were 21
A. Farwell, qualified in the after j Miss Doris Schluntz of Stratford. present, and after picnic rupper tist Church in Galveston. Sept. 20. buoyant health ls not a monopoly
noon play for the evening finals. ' was a weekend guest of Miss Arlene there were cards, jigiaw puzzles and immediately after the arrival of the of larger people.
WARNER BAXTER, ELISSA LANDI
Two pairs were tied for champion- Chaples, a former classmate at the a singing jamboree with Mrs. L. A ship bringing Miss Miller and her
An Improved Environment.
thlp honors—Mrs. Fred E. Gignoux i Boston Bible Scnool. Miss Schluntz Walker at the piano.
j mother from New York.
THURSDAY
and Mrs. Frank E. Lowe of Portland, sails Nov. 10 for India where she will
“We are learning what things to
The simple ceremony was per
ZANE GREY'S
tied with Lieut .and Mrs. George B. i be at the Ranabi Mukti Mission.
Miss Mabel Oxton who has boon formed by the pastor ln the presence feed Into the body In order that
Hun'.?r of'Bath. There were 22 tables,
caring for Mrs. Henr^ C'.ukey has re of members of the immediate families. it may be helped to maintain a more
under the supervision of William H.
Mrs. Charles Sherer of Chicago and turned to Rockville
The bride's only attendant was Mis$ constantly optional chemical en
Buxton of Caoe Elizabeth The her sister. Miss Agnes Smith of
Patricia Keeling of Madison, N. J. vironment within, and we have rea
A Paramount Picture
trophies presented to the winners Fitchburg. Mass., were recent guests
Mrs. Edward Byron of Augu.la is Following the ceremony a wedding, son! to anticipate that such eheniwere very attractive, and the event of Mr. and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer in the guest of Mr and Mrs. T. C. Sione dinner was enjoyed at the Hotel'*
ESTHER
RALSTON
RANDOLPH SCOTT
■|c7»l Improvement of the internal en
was marked by much pleasure and Rockville They also called on other for the week.
Buccaneer
vironment
may
be
favorable
to
enjoyment. The committee served relatives in this vicinity.
BUSTER CRABBE
Mrs Evans, who is a daughter of
buffet, supper.
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to Mr. and Mrs. Fessenden W. Miller of those developments of mind and
ADDED
—"OLD KING COLE"
The
time
may
come
when
the
nine

spirit which are In some way linked
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moore of the T.H.E. Club last -evening.
Camden, graduated from Camden with the higher health of the body. teenth century will be called, not disMr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer. Sr. and Melrose. Mass., Mrs. Mildred Lecky
High School in the class of 1930 and
SPECIAL
NOW PI AYINO
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Moore motored i of Barrington. R. I., and Mrs. Alice
“The dramatic series of discover re. pectfully, the middle age of mod
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey and
“GOODBYE AGAIN"
CHILDREN'S MATINEE
Monday to Portland to witness the Dcmmons of Dorchester, who accom son Parker spent Sunday ln Eath ffrom the Training School for Nurses ies regarding the existence in food ern history, to distinguish it from
cf St Barnabas Hospital ln Newark and rtio significance in nutrition of the meddle and muddle age which
with
NRA parade.
panied the remains of Henry Moore with relatives.
TIHRSDAY
[ N. J., last month. It was while a stu a whole group of substances not followed.—Dean Inge.
WARREN WILI.IAM
| here, returned Sunday.
4.00 O’CLOCK
JOAN BLONDELL
Miss Betty Hunter. Miss Virginia
Mrs. John Chllles and daughters dent nurse that she met Dr. Evans particularly related in their chemi
"Buy In Cttober" support the gov
who was serving his lnterneship at
Nelson, and Arnold Nelson have re
cal natures or nutritional functions, ernment and the NRA. Commodities
MPses Elearor Bird and Ruth Ruth and Mary Margaret of Vinal St. Barnabas.
turned from a short visit in New Lawrence entertained at a “scaven haven have returntd after visiting
Shews: 2, 6 30, 8.30; Cont Satur
Dr. Evans is the son of Mr and commonly called ‘vitamins,’ demon will be higher next month. Buy In
York. Mrs Nils Nelson who accom- ger hunt" Saturday evening, with six Mr. and Mrs. LeonarcLVinal and Mrs
day, 2 to 10.30, -tandard lime.
strate
Impressively
the
rapidity
with
Mrs. Edward L. Evans, Sr., of Waxa
October and save.—adv.
♦
paniod them will remain there for a teen guests. The hunt, with a list of Harry Dailey.
hachie, Texas
Besides being a which many fundamentally impor
longer visit.
articles in the hands of each person,
tant
discoveries
have
been
made
in
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin and Mrs. Jchn graduate from Dallas University he
the list arranged bv a disinterested
Kalloch Class meets this afternoon party, started at Miss Bird's home Robinson of Warren went to Boston has done considerable advanced work the past few years.
“In our experiments nt Columbia
at the Baptist parlors to tack a com and consumed tjie greater part of yesterday for the week On their and Is now practicing hls profession
forter.
two hours. On returning to Miss return they will be accompanied by in Frost. Texas, where he has a pri- university we have families of rats
which are thriving ln the twentyBird's home these winners were an Mrs. Robinson's mother. Mrs. Martha 1 vatc hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings, nounced: Miss Lawrence, Miss Kath Burgess, who has been guest of her
Dr. and Mrs. Evans plan to come to seventh generation on uniform diet,”
Professor Sherman continued.
sons Wllliam and Myron, and Mrs. erine Creighton of Thomaston. son, Lewis Burge's, in North Wey Maine for Christmas.
Lydia Cummings went to Bangor, Theodore Bird, John Flanagan and mouth, Mass., for several weeks.
"Yet, on enriching the already ad
Sunday accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Levensaler. Games and re
equate diet ln certain of Its chemi
Miss
Ruth
Thomas
who
was
called
Oeorge Richards ef Braintree. Mass , freshments rounded out the evening to Camden by t.he death of her
cal factors there results an Improve
who have been visiting them and who
ment ln the general nutritional con
father,
Frank
H.
Thomas,
has
re

Mr and Mrs. E. L. Brown have
will spend the week with Mr and
dition. Growth Is more rapid and
, closed their summer home at Booth- turned to Saco where she is super
Mrs. Dana Cummings.
efficient, the death rate drops, vital
of music in the public schools. I
bay Harbor and reopened their resi visor
ity ls higher at all ages, average
She was accompanied by hpr mother
Miss Phyllis Perry of Warren was dence on Summer street.
longevity Increases 10 per cent, nnd
who will e.qend the winter with her.
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs
the prime of life is extended.”
Miss Frances Bourne and mother,
Frank A. Maxey.
Miss Pearl Borgerson is the guest
The diet on which rats thrive ls
and Miss Louise McIntosh motored of Mr and Mrs. Walter G. Morrieon
enriched by increasing the propor
Cecil Goddard, alumni secretary of through the White Mountains over ln Quincy. Mass.
tion of “protective foods," milk,
Colby College, was the guest last the w eekend.
fruit, vegetables and eggs, Professor
Mrs.
Perley
Damon
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
week of Horace Maxey.
I Mrs. Donald H. Perry went to Fall Mcody are in charge of the card
Sherman states.
Mrs. Lottie Rhoades and daughter I River, Mass.. Thursday, called by the party at the Elks Heme tomorrow
| evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Olive Wilson who have been : serious illness of her sister.
“Death Camas” Plant
spending the summer at Criehavcn,
Mrs. H. V. Tweed?? returned Sat
Takes Heavy Bee Toll
The Woman's Auxiliary of St
have returned and are occupying one urday from Stamford, Conn., where
Burley, Idaho.—A plant common
of the Sllsby-Frost apartments. Sum she attended the annual meeting ol Peterls Church meets Thur'dav eve
/TT
ly known ns “death camas" kills
mer street. They have as their guest, the New England branch of the ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs
thousands of honey bees eacli year,
Miss Mary Abercrombie of Massachu Woman's Foreign Missionary Society George B. Davis, Rankin street.
the Mlnnldoka-Cassls Honey Pro
----'
setts.
for the week.
The mertir-g at the Bok Nurses
ducers' association was told hy
Home
Friday
will
be
at
2
o'clock.
Its
'
Mrs. Newton Strickland came
Frank Reach, International honey
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Glover have
over from Portland to spend the returned from a motor trip through purpose the organization of a Wom
bee raiser.
an's
Auxiliary
to
the
Knox
Hospital.
weekend with her mother, Mrs. Lena New York State and Canada
ELL, rather-for
The flower is one of the earliest
I Women- of the community, including
K. Sargent.
without the invita
each spring, and thrives until late
all parts of Knox County, are urged
The Rubinstein Club holds its first to be present.
summer. Bees gather honey from
tions there would scarce
Mrs Goldie McAuliffe and family. meeting of the season Friday after
them and return to the hives ,where
ly he need for a wedding
Carl Winfield of Readfleld and Miss noon at 2.15 at t.he Unlversalist vesMrs. Marlon Cobb Fuller of Augusta
they die. Other bees take tlie
Hazel Hanley .spent Sunday with ! try. A program on "The More Re was
bouquet.
And
both
must
guest for the weekend of Mr. and
honey from the dead Insects anil
Mrs. McAuliffe’s sister, Mrs. Frank cent American Composers" will b. Mrs. Jcsrph Emery and Mr. ar.d Mrs.
be notably beautiful and
are killed. The plant Is further
j presented under the chairmanship of L. E. Wardwell of Camden.
Meservey in Waterville.
ultra-correct. For the in
known to be poisonous to cattle and
Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Dues are paya
sheep.
vitations, this means that
Mr. and Mrs A. P. Haines returned ble at this meeting, and the program
Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Herrick of New
Sunday from a week's trip through outline will be distributed to the ton Centre. Mass., arrived Thursday
they should be engraved
Canada and to the White Mountains. members.
Sow Has 22 Litters
and will be at their cottage at Ash
upon the faultless texture
Horatio, Ark.—A red Duroc Jer
Point for a few days while closing it
.....•..-.A..
I- ....
ofthe
Linweavc
Wedding
Byron Keene, Jason Thurston. .Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.. for the season.
sey sow, which has produced 22 lit
Paul Moran, Jr., Harlan Rollins and and children were recent guests of
Papers.
ters of pigs, averaging 7 to a litter,
David Bicknell helped Osmond Mrs. Rust Jackson in Norway.
“When twice as many patrons ask for PLYMOUTH
Mr and Mrs. Joseph F. Jaseph
Tha Courier-Gazette
Is well on her way to a record, be
Palmer celebrate hls eighth birthday
have closed their summer home,
lieves
J.
A.
Yazenhy,
farmer
nnd
can
show
you
samples
and
at a supper party Oct. 4. at hls home
The Senter Crar.e store crowd had “Porter Acres," ln Rockville, and re
as for any other car ... there must be a reason!”
breeder. The pigs have a potential
on Knox street. The dining room a Jolly gathering at "Drift Inn," turned to Fitchburg, Mass.
advise you upon the cor
market value of more than $1,000
looked like a bit of the woods with Sunday, with Mr. and Mrs. O. G
rect engraving.
LBERT ZUCH'S branch of the
Salesmen want a restful ride, them yourself, in fifteen min
at present prices.
Its decorations of evergreen trees, Kalloch presiding as hosts. A lobster
Mrs. Curtis Weed served a chicken
l Ohio U-Drlve-It Company
and Plymouth's Floating I' jwer utes behind the wheel.
boughs and autumn leaves while the stew dinner was served. Those pres supper at her home ln Camden
today is operating nine I’lym-engine mountings eliminate vi
table was gav with centerpiece oi ent Mr. and Mrs. Kalloch, Mr. and Thursday evening ln honor of her
IM! e>OAfC.
Indian Tribet Dwindle
Why not accept your dealer's
ouths to four each of the other bration. Women like the style,
candles and red berries. Each little Mrs Kennedy Crane and son Bobby husband's birthday. Those present
invitation to zee why Plymouth
Fort Worth, Texas.—Texas In
two low-priced leaders.
room and easy-handling quality.
boy had at his place a small red Mr. and Mrs Garfield Dolliver and j were Mr. and Mrs. Weed and son
WEDDING PAPERS
is the country’s fastest growing
diana, who once numbered more
candle set in a red apple, and a sen, Mrs. Marguerite Harris and son Roy. Mr. and Mrs Harold Grlnd’.e
“I can see w hy people are sold
Everyone wants a car that's car. Sold by Dodge, De Soto and
than
100,000,
have
dwindled
to
candy, favor made to resemble a tiny Richard. Miss Ada Perry. Mrs. Mary Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wilbur and son
oil hydraulic brakes,” Mr. Zuch solid and dependable. Plym Chrysler dealers.
about 1,000 at present. Peaceful
flowering plant. The guesn were Bunker, Miss Caro Colson. Mr. and Harold. Miss Ber'.'ia Wilson. Miss
says. “We have fewer accidents outh's Rigid-X double-drop
♦
•
♦
braves of the Alabama and Canshatpersuaded to leave their chicken Mrs. Ned Colson. Mr. and Mrs. Tay ' Charlotte Ingraham and John Salis
with cars that have them.
Work Done Anywhere
frame is many times stronger Standard models priced from $445
tls tribes live today with their
supper long enough for a flash light lor, Mrs. Ralph Brown. Mrs. Frances bury of Camden: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
PROMPT SERVICE
squaws on a reservation In Polk
to be taken of them. Games were Archer, Mr and Mrs. Wilbur F Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Frce•‘Then, too, no other car we than the ordinary type, and its to $510; Dei.uxe Models, $4°5 to
$595. All prices areF.O. B. Fac
played with gioat hilarity until Senter. Jr.. Miss Lots Libby. Everett i tnan. Mrs. Hudson Barrows and Tom Water pipes repaired and relaW.
county, Texas.
have can beat Plymouth on body is steel reinforced with
tory, and subject to change without
steel.
.
.
Greater
safety
and
leaving time.
Fernald. Miss Agn\?s Flanagan. Miss Farley of Glencove; Mr. and Mrs. Inside and out, digging includ
low maintenance. We hardly
notice. Convenient time payments.
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
Ann M:Laughlin, and Mr. and Mrs Forest Brazier and Mr. and Mrs
ever have to touch the engines. longer car life.
Chautauqua Oct. 17, 18, 19 at High Everett Humphrey. A five-pound Bud Fisher of Rockland. A birthday laid out and cleaned when plugged.
‘‘And that's something, when
Yes, there are reasons why
School Auditorium, City. All star box of chocolates from Mr Crane cake of imposing dimensions was a Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
you remember our cars have dif twice as many people ask Mr.
program. Buy a season ticekt. Bene- was much appreciated.
feature of the supper, and Mr. Weed tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
ferent drivers nearly every day I” Zuch for Plymouth. You can sec
er. Floors cemented and walls re
lit P.TA. Milk Fund.
121-123
.... Best treated
was the recipient of many gifts.
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
A framed picture makes a worth
without "dosing''
work, etc.
Why drive a dirty car when you while gift. Large stock to seject. "Buy in October" support the gov
FLOATING POWER
P fo I. ' .CT0»*.i<T»O»T
can have it washed for 99 cents at from at Gregory's Picture and Fram ernment nnd the NRA. Commodities
SAFETY-STEEL BOOT
S. E. Eaton
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES
Fireproof Garage day or night.
ing Shop, 406 Main St., Over Crie will be higher next month. Buy in
TEL. 1187-Y ROCKLAND, ME.
Hardware Co, tel, 254.—adv.
120-122&126-128
October tmU save.—adv.
•
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
a

MA BELLE
Beauty Shoppe

MEN

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S

“I LOVED YOU
WEDNESDAY”

“TO THE LAST MAN”

"We rent All Three.

PEOPLE WANT

Aj

c^\(ecejsartf
t/te

JjouqueT
W

A

Chest Colds

^PLYMOUTH SIX

445

Every-Other-Day
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POLITICAL GOSSIP

As It Pertains To Governor,
Congressman

ahd

Some

Other Offices
With the approach of 1934—State
election year—one can hear all of
the political gossip he cares to listen
to. Candidates are nominated over
night, and eliminated in t.he morn
ing. Here is Fred K Owen's latest,
in the Portland Sunday Telegram.

Former Councillor Lewis O. Bar- ,
rows of Newport who wa-s in the cltv
Thursday added interest to the
gubernatorial sltua'.'on by informing
those with whom he talked t ’it he j
might be in the race as a candidate
for the Republican nomination come
next June.
Another visitor to the city was for
mer Representative Donald B Part
ridge of Norway. The Oxford man is
yet unable to say what will be his
next move in a political way He wiil
do something and there is always thc
possibility that, he might decide to
be a candidate for the nomination
for Governor.
Should Councilor Woodman decide
to run for Congress former Marsha!
Woodman would of course not permit
his name to be used for Governor
Otherwise he is to be reckoned on.
Former Governor William Tudor
Gardiner is now on the Pacific Coast
looking after some property interests
he has there. Previous to that he
had attended the Legion convention.
Within a fortnight the former Gov
ernor has been considerably tout’d 1
as a candidate for the Republican ,
nomination for Congress in the Third
District fcr which place ha would
be a strong contender should he
chcose to try itBy those closest, to him I am told
DITCHING WITH DYNAMITE A
that he has no intention whatever of
GREAT HELP TO AGRICULTURE
making a try for this or any other
erature and world peace, have made
nomination this year. He is not
his name known to everyone.
to be regarded as out of politics, but
But Nobel's own outstanding
according to those who arc in his,
achievement came in 1867 when,
confidence this will not be his year
Last week it was mentioned that
by mixing nitro-glycerin with a
blasting trench under water ton a PIPE
men of a hundred years ago did not for with explosives tons and tons
Fdward Cha'e of Baring was likely
kind of highly absorbent earth, be
dream of any great improvement of necessary sell are blasted from
to be appointed a member of ‘.’’e
Invented dynamite. Later, be also
the earth, and great quantities of mite was loaded Into tile tunnels. [ which cities like Chicago. New
in these conditions.
Fta’e public utilities board. t»iat
invented a copper capsule loaded
The steam engine was used tn phosphate rock, which furnish fer Boom! The mountain split asunder Yori and Los Angeles would be in
King: bury Piper of Bangor was in
with fulminate of mercury for ex
DYNAMITE AS A BUILDER - CONCRETE TOWER ERECTED ON
130 B. C. by Its inventor. Hero, ln tllixer for our farms, are drawn and a million tons of rock lay brok j a sad state. Huge dams aud aqueline for collector of internal l‘venue
ploding dynamite. Within ten years,
SIDE OP RIVER. THROWN ACROSS STREAM BY DYNAMITE
en. ready for transportation.
j ducts collect and carry pure, fresh
Alexandria, and Iron and steel have from nature's storehouse.
and that Dr. Clausen of Waterville
blast
,
damming
the
channel
ln spite of many difficulties and
been used for centuries, but the
Making Over Nature
Nineteen years ago, the Panama water fer (he millions in these
could be U. S. marshal if the place
dangers, be firmly established the peclally dynamite, opened the way can enough rock be obtained to railroad and steamship are developThe task and deeds of explosives Canal was opened to commerce and cities. Both dams and aqueducts
appea’ed to him.
manufacture and use of dynamite for their production on a large manufacture the immense quanti- ments of the last one hundred do not end by producing minerals, lit will always stand as a mighty are possible only because of dynaThere teemed ’.•> be food authorin'
ln both Europe and here.
j scale, they were of little use to hu- ties of cement demanded by modern years. Why? Because dynamite In the last century, there was a monument to the wonders wrought mite. The modern development ot
fo- the*e statements I have been ad
Since then, dynamite has prob-[ inanity.
vised from a source that should be
construction.
j makes possible the vast amounts of death trap for ships at the place by explosives, for without them the Nobel's invention is working today
ably played a larger part In the 1 From the time of the Great Pyraauther,t‘c that this slate is subject
Grandfather’s Day Was Slow
[Iron ore that our forefathers coold where the New York Harbor meets Isthmus would probably be uncut. 200 feet below the surface of the
ma’.erial progress of the world than ' mid and the tower-temples of Babyto revl'ion. That Mr. Chase can be
But breaking down mountains of not begin to command,
Long Island Sound. Hell Gate, it today.
ground providing 16-foot tunnels for
public u'.’ltv commi's’oner if he
•inything else. It made possible the Ionia, immense buildings have been rock for building-stone and other!
Blasting Into the Hills
was called—snd to many It really
With dynamite, subway tunnels assuring Chicago's future water
wants to be is true. But the dope
production of steel, copper, lead, erected. Some took hundreds of purposes is by far pot the only task 1 It has made possible the Increase was. One day a blaster with nitro are excavated, and so expert are supply.
now is that Mavcr Richardson of
tine, and coal in quantities that re- i years ln construction. Today, thou- which dynamite performs for eivip of railroads in the United States glycerin snd dynamite, tackled the the users that, even where the tunSince the advent of high cxploRcckland is the man for U. 8. Mar
sulted in manufacture, transporta- sands of skyscrapers dwarf the tem- izatlon. Early man fyjnd copper of from 30.000 miles in 1860 to 265,- Job. The charm was broken and the nels are right beside the founds- sives, mankind has had one thrill
shal, and the Waterville doctor for
tion and communication as we pies and tombs of former times.
and used IL Geld, silver and iron 000 miles ln 1820! lt has supplied route of Hell Gate was started.
tions of huge buildings, the explo- after another. It would be difficult
internal revenue collector with Ban
know them today.
The enormous amount of 100,0C0,- were known and used thousands of material for the building of lnOne day not so long ago the peo sires do only their intended work, to point out any one aspect of this
gor out of t.he running.
Pyramids vs. Skyscrapers
000 tons of crushed stone yearly, years ago. But auring the ages, numerable steam and electrical en- ple of a city ln California wished I leaving foundations latact.
great, modern, material civilization
Gov. Brann is of course doing
Most of the things which cqntrib is blasted with explosives. One while thought, mathematics, iitera- gines for all purposes, locomotives fur a harbor for their town. The
World Monument to Nobel
which was not made possible by
everything in his power to see that
ute to our present progress had blast can release sufficient rock to ture and politics flourished and pro- of tremendous site and powor, steel builders went back Into the bills| Dynamite's part in helping us to dynamite. This century of progress
Democratic patronage is distributed
been known and some of them used build a pyramid such as 100,000 greased, men lived in small wooden coaches? giant steamships, automo-___
___ . where
___ ____
.____
in fair and equitable manner with a
and___________
estnlllshed _a camp
keep
alive____
and well is because of stauds as a monument to A'fretl
for many years before the last cen- men worked on twenty years in an- or crude stone houses; traveled biles, great bridges, marvelous agri!about ;5C men get to work. Tunnels its work providing us with modern Nobel and his successors II' the
view to harmonizing party differ
ences in different sections of t.he
tur), but until explosives, and es«plent Jimeg. Only with explosives,,over water in small v.v .Jen gating . nltural machinery, m a in in o t h jwere driven into a mcuntaln; d>u« , water supply systems without craft of explosives.
State.
At the same time he has realized
TOMATO HORN WORM
that he was elected by Republican
being an accomplished pianist. HowVfcnnese waltzes, a beautiful bru. • rj
l
votes, that he has a Republican 1 nine feature stories of the expedition .
gratlflying to have someone of his nette sang something about dreams /\jr opluQ IXlllg
Insert Found At Pleasant Gardens
council and that that bodv could while he is gone.
I >i
OTO to carry on the highideals of coming true, champagne punch was
Is Bad Enough But Latin Name
block him in almost anything he Many Of the Maine Manufacturers i fc
music he set forth.
served, lights flashed and cameras
tried to do. That he has been fair have communicated with Mr. Lord
' Terrible
...»
clicked.
and decent about it all is evidenced
Portlttd ahd are
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Py When a letter from Adelbert Wells
• • • •
by the fact that he and his council ,
.
, „„ .
Vq
; The Insect which was found by
have worked in perfect, harmony w.th
send.
?
fcfl
Sprague of Bangor came the other who says there ls not music in i
hardly a ripple of friction that was d<wn t0 Joneaport to t* picked up b> W
Melvin Staples of Pleasant Oardens.
day with the announcement that he words! Listen to this taken from
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Rockland, is known as the tomato
apparent to the public. He has done the Seth Parker whenItarrives This
had secured the Don Cossack Russian , the Christian Science Monitor.
this and at the same timefilled the
mean that State of Maine pro- £]
hem-worm (Protoparce qulnquemaMale Chorus for a concert Oct 25.
fragments of loveliness
culatai. This specimen sent to us
mere important vacancies with mem- ducts will be carried and displayed ,
hl it seemed too good to be true, for
; is that of the pupal stage or that
bers of his own partya^ around the world
.-»■
__ _____
the
Don________
Cossacks____
are___
among the i The sunset »ky ls the color of s flam. .. .
logo's wings
stage in which the insect is changing
No one of course can tell what may Seth Parker has presented on the
since the reference to Maxine other places, been a member of many mc;t sectional successes of the I The garden pool ls blue as the dust of
i from the caterpillar form to the
shattered sapphires.
develop, but it seems now pretty well air 782 programs over nation wide Elliott, many interesting reml- different church quartets, both mixed muSiCai worid.
of the swans upon the waters i
i adult winged moth. It goes into the
settled thatSuperior Justice James hookups. He has the largest listen- niscences have come to us. Mrs How- and male as well as tenor soloist in ' Tatv came t0 ,his country for the ' The wings
are whiter than Iseult's hands
j
! ground ln this stage for the winter
H. Hudson will bepromoted to the ,ng audience of any individual on ard Walsh of Broadway tells of her many oratorios for many different £eason Of 1930-31 practically un- The Incense of flowers drifts on the
wings of the breeze
and appears as the moth the follow
Supteme Court and that S'.ite Sena- the air. He is the author of twenty acquaintance with Jessie Dermot musical societies and organizations., known here, Yet they filled 38 dates
ing June
The large beautifully
tor Herbert E. Holmes will be named hymns, two popular pieces. Seth here in Rockland, and said that the he considered his best and most ln 42 days, including five New York I sit beside the pool and■ remember frag
to fill the vacancy on the Superior Parker's Hymnal, Seth Parker's family name was listed in the city satisfying engagement was his four appearances at Carnegie Hall and at
j colored moths are sometimes called
ments of loveliness . . .
bench.
hawk-moths or humming bird moths
Album, Uncle Hosie. Way Back Home, directory of 1889 as Dermont instead seasons with the Fadette Opera Metropolitan Opera House.
The Lavender-haunted gardens lost In misted
the latter name because they have
Fireside Poems and Seth Parker and 0( Dermot. The family at one time Company of Boston as leading tenor." chorus has scored a triumph unblue English dusks;
gardens dreaming be
the habit at twilight of flying and
SETH PARKER ASEA
His Jonesport Neighbors. He has ; jived at the corner of Broad and Park
Mr. Thcmas was for many years equalled by any other choral or- Perfume-drenched
neath silver Chinese stars;
remaining poised over a flower while
written over thirty poems, two (streets, in thc house now owned and a member of three of the lending ganization. Serge Jaroff, leader of j The cool loveliness ot lilies blowing
extracting the nectar. This rapid
under Jewel-blue Persian skies;
1
Famous
Radio Character hundred magazine articles, has been occupied by Mrs. James Eonahue. musical clubs in Boston, a fellowship 1 the chorus, controls his body of 36 The singing
beauty of falling gold and
[ motion of the wings in holding them
called the Bobby Burns of America Mrs Dermot was a sister of Simon j member of the Society and Musical voices with military precision. They
scarlet leaves ln a New England |
About To Make a Cruise and is the only Radio character to nan and living today in the city are Artj and Sciences, the pioneer were all originally military officers
in position gives an attitude and
autumn.
ncise strongly resembling that of
appear in Who's Who in America, three cousins ot Jessie. Mrs. Henry j society tn the promoting of scholar- During the Great War, both he and
Around the World
The flre-wlnged clouds have vanished.
humming birds.
Mr. Lord also was the star of the chatto. Mrs. Etta Hall Sanborn and ships to worthy musically talented his men served in the White Army A streak of softened Jade stains the east
The caterpillars are round, large
ern sky
Motion
Picture
"Way
Back
Home
Mrs.
Sadie
Berry
Brewer.
j
Simon
[
students,
and
for
several
years
had
under
Gen
Wrangel.
Discipline
is
Phillips H. Lord, better known as _ _ .
.
_ ... „
.i
•
ls hushed and beautiful snd
and robust with a small horn on the
Seth Parker, had a dream when he Dr' Madman has,called,Seth Parker Hall js
only living member of his studio in the old Boston Music therefore second nature to them. The garden
flower-fragrant
back near the end. They are usually
was a bey of what he would do when the &reatest religious influence living Mrs. Dermot's family. Mr Dermot Hall building. He was a veritable The chorus has been organized since j The swans are white and ethereal ln the
1
\ today.
I,----«...
—
.
..
...
«•,_
i
---1
—
—
I
----.._
------------■
—
---■
v...
---.
—
----..
-----.-..I
still green twilight
green, (occasionally brown or black)
bought out O.W. Hix Jewelry storeI music encyclopedia and hts life was ’923 and hassung throughout
he became a man. That dream was
V)
recently
broke
the
Weet-Eeet
—Bheran Loy.
and are commonly seen feeding on
and I
flight record when he landed at
to sail a fourmasted schooner around Mr. Lord was the youngest man which was lnthe vicinity of the' rich with music memories and as- Europe. England, Australia
the foliage and fruit of tomatoes or
ever
presented
to
Congress.
When
he
present
Ore
gory
Clothing
Store.
|soclations.
pleasures,
disappointments
North
America,
Floyd
Bennett
Field,
New
York,
ten
the world in search of adventure.
ioliage of potatoes. A closely related
was
introduced
the
entire
House
rose
This
business
was
later
sold
to
J
and
thrills.
The
programs,
providing
a
wide
hours
and
flve
minutes
after
leaving
Turn That Vacant Room
Phil Lord has bought his schooner
Loa Angeles. He already held the) tpecies Is often seen on wood-bine.
( He used to tell of the scare he got j variety of appeal, usually begin with '
and he's going to keep faith with that to its feet as one, man and paid , Genthner & Whitman.
Into Cash With a
East-West record. “How are your The tomato horn-worm is commonly
M
i
and
Mrs.
Walsh
attended
a
one
Sunday
morning
while
directing
a
group
of
liturgical
songs.
As
an
boyhood dream. The boat is called tribute to him.
nerves?” a reporter asked. “Per found but fortunately isn't abundant.
performance of "When We Were a choir in Tremont Temple He was example they often open with J “To Rent” Advertisement
Seth Parker—built in 1918 in Port
fect.” said Colonel Turner. “I
This past summer we have had an
Twenty-one" at the Hollis Street! programmed for a tenor solo. Cujus Oratchaninoff's "Credo”, with its
land, Oregon. It's a four master,
smoke Camels.” Colonel Turner
in The Courier-Gazette
unusual number of calls about it.
j
Theatre
in
Boston
in
1896,
when
Animan.
from
Rossini's
"S'abai
powerful
and
crashing
fortissimo.
|
250 feet from tip to tip.
now plant an attempt to set a new
R. W. Nash
Telephone
770
i
Maxine
Elliott
and
Nat
Goodwin
Mater."
a
selection
he
had
sung
many
which
simply
stampedes
the
coldest
;
Phil Lord is taking six of his boy
round-trip mark.
Assistant Entomologist
I
were
playing
the
leading
roles.
In
I
times
and
of
which
he
was
very
lond.
audience
into
enthusiasm.
The
folk'
hood chums, and seven Down East
) the audience were Maxine's aunt,; Just as he reached high D flat and songs of Russia make up the second ,
sailors. The expedition will leave
j Mrs. Edna Porter and Mr andMrs 1 the words “save
me from eternal group, songs rich in melodic beauty. I
Jonesport. go down the coast to Cuba,
Gilbert Hall. Mr. Hail an uncle. It death", a report as of an exploded such as the lovely and haunting "Red :
then to Trinidad, Rio, Buenos Aires,
was the first time Mrs. Walsh had gun sounded. The 5,000 people who Sarafan" or the rollicking tale of
to Capetown, Africa, up the Eastern
j seen Maxine since the latterleft ! filled th» church
jumped from their Stenka
Rasln,
swash-buckling [
coast to Madagascar, to Ceylon,
Rcckland[ seats and many started to leave Mr., brigand, who to appease his men j
Rangoon, India, up the Irriwaday
Mrs. Walsh said that at the time j Thomas stuck to his task and al- jealous of his love for the Persian
River to Mandalay, down the coast
of Maxine's marriage toMcDermot I though his knees shook and his voice princess, throws her overboard Into
Z/c
to Singapore, the Indo-China Sea to
(she had 40 dresses.
sounded scared, he finished the solo the Volga. And the familiar Volga Boat
lndo China big game hunting, to
• • • •
. Upon investigation it was found that jsong is given at every concert, either
Java, and then to Bali, called the
E. K. Gould has shown much an electric light bulb hung in a single \ as programmed number or as an
Lost Paradise, to the Island of Co
J* in our "revival" of Maxine SIass >*11 directly over Mr. Thomas', encore.
modo. About the island of Comodo
cd
■ Elliott,
saying that he was one of head had gone on an explosive prothe tides run 13 knots an hour and
The New York Philharmonic her classmates in High School, i gram of its own.
on this Island dragons are supposed
I Others in the same class were Orace
Mr. Thomas was at one time a Symphony Orchestra will be heard in
to live. They are really immense
I Cilley Tibbetts, Mrs. H. W. Thorn- student at Harvard University, but Sunday afternoon concerts through
lizards, 20 to 24 feet ln length. From
| dike and Mrs. Frances Ryder.
i his love of music lured him away. He out The 30 weeks of the 1933-34 season
Comodo to Borneo, to New Guinea,
I
I It would be interesting to know if studied under private teachers and when it returns to a coast-to-coast
the northern coast of Africa, then to
I there are any others of this class still 1 later attended the old Boston Con- network iColumbia) for the fourth
New Zealand for big fish, then to
BECAUSE the wedding living in Rockland.
servatory of Music. To supplement consecutive year beginning Sunday,
the Solomon Islands, to the Fiji
invitations should be
• • • •
| this he attended the graduate Cct. 8, from 3 to 5 p.m. Conductors
Islands through the entire South Sea
mailed two weeks before j . Music, its enjoyment and its pro- summer course for music supervisors for the 1933-34 season will be Arturo
Island group to Hawaii to the
motion, has lost another vital figure. lat Lexington. Mass., and later taught Toscanini, Bruno Walter and Hans
Galapagos Archipeligo, through the
the wedding itself, they I Frank H. Thomas of Camden. His i vocal reading in the Boston public Lange. Toscanini returns for his 9th
Panama Canal and then up the coast.
passing comes to me as a real loss. ■ schools, afterward becoming one ot consecutive year with the orchestra
must be ordered well in
Lord has a contract with the
Few have shown a greater and a Lbe district supervisors
D. velop- and will conduct the second part of
National Broadcasting Company to
advance. And, because 1 more consistent interest in this [ ment of teaching, writing and other the season. Among internationally
bring him back by radio from seven
column than he. Calls and letters ex- music activities gradually came about, prominent artists who will appear on
they are so critically in
l emote places and those will be the
pressed Interest ln some particular
Many compositions came from Mr. these Sunday broadcasts will be
biggest broadcasts since radio came
spected by their recipi j item, and he made contributions for Thomas' pen. perhaps the best known
Vladimir Horowitz, Poldi Mlldner,
into being covering this country and
ents, they must also be I some future column. There was al- being "Infinite Meditation”, "The Jcsef Lhevinne, Elsa Alsen, Crete
Europe.
ways encouragement and belief in 1 Zephyr's Carol". “Gates That Never Stuckgold, Nathan Milsteln, and
He will have the most powerful
ultra-correct. Linweave
my effort.
Friends of that type are Close” and "Love's Adoration". He'others These programs are a godwireless set In the country on board,
Wedding Papers can be
not easily replaced.
loved thc 0,d songs, operas and i send to lovers of the best in music.
a studio and will broadcast by short
I In 1928 H. J. R. Tewksbury con- : oratorios, and could give a long list by farthe best we get over the radio,
wave and carry on experiments to
shown you at
tributed an article to a Portland . of the songs of the past.
.....
further broadcasting.
paper concerning Mr. Thomas. It I It was a joy to go into his home. ' Maurice Chevalier is playing
The Courier-Gazette
He has a contract with a certain
was most interesting and has been j There was always an atmosphere of ground in Paris for a few months,
large motion picture company to
Ask to see them
treasured through personal friend- [happiness and mutual interest, and but before taking the steamer for
make 13 short pictures of the ex
ship.
Mr Tewksbury said "Mr. there was always music. His pride i 'Gay Paree" he signed on the dotted
pedition which will be sent back to
; Thomas was a tenor singer, composer j in his daughter, Ruth, was evident' hne to play the dashing role of Prince
this country and will be running
further evidence of the country’s Interest In the
Ona of tha moat attractlva faaturaa of tha Atlantic
and director of music, ranked as one (at every turn. Justifiably so. too, as Danillo in "The Merry Widow”. The
AM (MAT I
while he la away. , He will also make
revival ot bicycling. Here you eee the girls out for a
City Beauty Pageant waa a group ot pratty girla on
1
of
the
best
in
New
England
up
to
1
Miss
Thomas
has
won
marked
success
1
MGM
studio
made
quite
a
ceremony
six short Seth Parker picture! Phil
spin on the famous boardwalk where they were
Blcyclaa entered by Cycle Trades of America. Tha
! the advent of 1900. Though he had ' In her work as music supervisor in of the event, staged in the Executive
WKiinna papkhn
Lord also has a contract with the
almost mobbed by the enthusiastic spectators.
tact that thia ttature proved ao popular comprleed
‘
directed
church
choirs
in
Boston
and'the
public
schools
of
Saco
as
well
as
(Bungalow,
while
an
orchestra
played
Cosmopolitan Magazine to publish

THE REALM OF MESIC

Ere

^GeddingEdcl/s
.

cd\"yi• • •

Sets New Mark

